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EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF FACTORS AFFECTING
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Professor of Computer Science
ABSTRACT
The advent of new online services has an enormous potential to impact the opinion
of users. Two main drivers of this impact are crowdsourced evaluations and ratings,
and algorithmically-chosen recommendations. However, understanding the relation-
ship between these systems and their impacts is very challenging due the complex
nature of recommender systems and due to the heterogeneous nature of crowdsourced
reviews. In this thesis, we explore how these two drivers affect opinion dynamics with
respect to two potential impacts: reliability of information and polarization of user
opinion. First, we analyze the reliability of online ratings. By performing an empiri-
cal analysis of a large corpus of online ratings, we point out how different influences
such as shifts in population or platform characteristics are correlated with changes
in the perception of an item over time. Second, we investigate polarization in the
context of recommender systems. We define three metrics – intensity, simplification,
and divergence – to capture essential traits of user opinions and explore how they
vary in a closed-loop with recommender systems. Finally, we examine reliability in
recommendations via an empirical exploration on YouTube. We quantify changes in
the nature of the recommended content, and we show how YouTube recommendations
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lead users – especially privacy-seeking users – away from reliable information. Taken
together, these studies shed light on important factors that affect how user opinion
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The Internet has revolutionized information access and the structure of media. The
removal of physical barriers has made it possible to access tremendous amounts of
information and products. This abundance of choices presents issues. Users must
decide which goods to purchase, which news to access, which movies to watch, and
which products to consume. In this context, several online services utilize recom-
mendation systems or crowdsourced-reviews as a way to assist users to sort out this
overwhelming set of choices.
As a result, crowdsourced reviews have become a significant information source for
consumers, retailers, manufacturers, and producers. Decisions such as the next place
to eat, an enjoyable movie to watch, a vacation destination, or items/services that
are worth to purchasing are often made after users access and compare online reviews
to estimate perceived quality and reduce uncertainty about goods. Because online
reviews have the potential to support decision making, it is essential to consider the
extent to which platforms, users, or the heterogeneity of goods evaluated could add
or amplify biases in information coming from these reviews.
In addition, recommender systems are a pervasive part of the online experience.
They curate, for instance, the results of search queries, the selection of news, the
music that will be played, the friends’ updates that will show up on social media, the
next video that will be watched, or a user’s next purchase. These algorithmically-
chosen recommendations assist in navigating on the torrent of choices offered by the
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online services. However, the design of recomendation algorithms – which goals they
will optimize – can impact their recommendations immensely and can amplify biases.
In essence, every technology has an interface, and when this interface is shaping
the information accessed, it has the potential to impact users’ perceptions of the
world. Therefore, the general goal of this dissertation is to enrich the understanding
of how two main drivers of impact – crowdsourced reviews and algorithmically-chosen
recommendations – affect users’ opinions. With respect to impact, we explore two
dimensions. The first dimension relates to the value of the recommended content, i.e.,
content reliability, the second dimension is associated with the spectrum of content
made available, i.e., content polarization.
Hence we are concerned with two drivers of impact (crowdsourced reviews and
algorithmically-chosen recommendations) and two dimensions of impact (reliability
and polarization). Table 1.1 summarizes the organization of this dissertation con-
cerning these combinations. The rest of this chapter will provide an overview of each
of these topics, and Chapter 2 will review related works. Then, the following chapters
we will address each of the contributions shown in Table 1.1 in turn.








The first part of the dissertation, Chapter 3, analyzes factors that impact ratings seen
in crowdsourced reviews.
1.1.1 Reliability
In the context of online ratings, the reliability dimension translates to the initial
question of how to interpret a rating. Additionally, noting that there is generally
temporal variation in these scores, reliability concerns the question of why ratings
change. These questions do not have simple answers because many forces play a
role in the variability of ratings. Ratings of different types of products, for instance,
can have distinct variation over time, affecting the way that their value should be
assessed. Even for a single type of product, users should consider that the design or
services provided by a platform could guide review practices creating specific trends
or inserting biases. Moreover, different populations could appraise the quality of a
product in different manners.
Our approach to this problem is presented in Chapter 3. We break down ratings
into interpretable components and compare differences, either among these compo-
nents over time, or between carefully selected data. By creating a holistic picture of
the forces that combine to determine online rating dynamics, we quantify changes,
understand the role played by diverse sources, and in this way shed light on how
reliable a rating is.
We develop this approach and apply it to a set of selected datasets. First, we
characterize rating dynamics as a whole. By identifying trends, we observe how
ratings vary on different platforms. The natural question that follows from there
concerns the consistency of platform-specific behavior. We demonstrate the reliability
of platform trends by contrasting the same set of items across platforms and by
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comparing behavior among different categories on the same platform.
Second, using our multi-factor model, we decompose ratings to identify the distinct
impact of users, items, and closed-loop interactions. Our results reveal interesting
drivers of changes in online ratings. We show that shifts in the population (kind
of users) and changes in the perceived quality of the items over time are significant
contributors to the ratings’ changes. In particular, in some settings, we show that
early reviews are mostly made by critics and have a lower score than later reviews,
made mainly by the general population. Furthermore, we show how characteristics of
the platform affect rating dynamics. One of our results points out that if the platform
does not display identified reviews, the perceived quality of items over time tends to
decrease. Also, we expose inflation in review scores that support e-commerce and
show that in the presence of a recommender system, higher interaction (closed-loop)
score items get more reviews.
1.2 Recommendation Systems
In the second part of the dissertation (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) we analyze how
recommender systems impact either the spectrum of information made available (po-
larization), or content reliability.
1.2.1 Polarization
Another way that users opinion can be impacted is by the diversity or the polarization
of content made available to users.
In Chapter 4, we investigate the impact of recommender systems on opinion polar-
ization. Specifically, we investigate how recommender systems can affect the polarity
of users’ opinions and the nature of this effect. This question becomes more complex
when considering that recommender systems are often adaptive, that is, they adjust
themselves over time when interacting with users. Accordingly, we investigate then
5
how users’ opinions evolve in the dynamical system formed of a recommender system
and users in a closed-loop.
As a first step, we define a framework of analysis in which we abstract the system
as a matrix of users and items in which values represent the opinion or connection
of the user about or with the items. This matrix is changing over time, and we take
snapshots in time to evaluate it. Our goal is to evaluate the way that the recommender
system impacts users’ opinions. That is, do recommender systems reinforce user
opinions (make them stronger)? Do they simplify user opinions, making them less
diverse? And do they simplify the whole set of user opinions, making them more
similar? We assess these questions by defining three metrics – intensity, simplification,
and divergence – computed over the users’ opinion vectors abstracted from the matrix
snapshot.
Our model to analyze polarization in link-based systems is inspired by the model
used in a previous theoretical analysis made by (Dandekar et al., 2013). However, we
approach the polarization analysis using simulations. We consider three algorithms
with different level or randomness (simpleSALSA, simpleICF, and simplePPR) and
two users responses (with and without biased assimilation). Using several study cases,
we point out the role played by the recommender algorithms, the user response,
and the initial conditions on the polarization of opinions. For instance, we show
that algorithms that limit the diversity of recommendation while targetting the best
recommendation (such as simpleICF and simplePPR) will polarize users’ opinions in a
broader set of conditions than algorithms less focused on the best recommendation but
with higher diversity (like simpleSALSA). Also, the fact that our results contradict
previous work reveals how sensitive the system’ dynamics are to assumptions and
therefore highlights the importance of more extensive analyses like ours.
In the rating-based system, we also use simulations to assess the impact of the
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start point, recommender algorithm, and user responses. However, given the higher
complexity of this system, the initial state is represented there by different datasets.
Further, we measure the impact of the recommender system via the contrast of the
typical recommender algorithm against a random one. We then present a detailed
analysis regarding the impact of the recommender system for each one of our three
metrics in time, and for different users’ agreement with the system. As a whole, our
results attest to how recommender systems polarizes user opinions by their tendency
to simplify the user’s preferences and to increase the divergence among all users’
preferences.
1.2.2 Reliability
In Chapter 5 we explore the impact of recommender systems regarding content relia-
bility. Our goal is to understand and quantify the nature of recommendations focusing
on socially-impactful dimensions - notably, the presence of recommendations for reli-
able versus unreliable information sources.
To approach this problem we conduct an experimental analysis of the nature of the
recommended content on YouTube. YouTube is one of the most significant sources of
socially-generated information globally, and it is estimated that approximately 70%
of its viewing time originates from its recommendations. Consequently, recommen-
dations on YouTube have enormous potential to impact users’ opinions worldwide.
In recent years, YouTube has been criticized in the popular press for promoting rad-
ical, extreme, or unreliable content. In this part of the dissertation, we scrutinize
the recommendation behavior of YouTube and contribute a set of tools to analyze its
dynamics in time.
Our experimental setup includes the design and implementation of a data collec-
tion framework that imitates users who receive recommendations and view videos on
YouTube. Our framework also includes the classification of the recommended videos
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with regard to their reliability.
Using our framework, we demonstrate several unusual behaviors of YouTube rec-
ommendations. First, we observe shifts in the types of recommended sources inside a
sequence of recommendations, and we show that overall, YouTube recommendations
lead users away from trustable sources. Going one step further, we contrast different
policies for selecting the next video and show that the “lead away” effect is rein-
forced by YouTube, that is, YouTube recommendations emphasize (more strongly)
less reliable sources.
Furthermore, motivated by the fact that some users value privacy and the pro-
tection of their identity, we analyze recommendation sequences for distinct privacy
scenarios. Our results reveal a tension between privacy-seeking users and extreme
content, we show that users that demand more privacy receive as a counterpart more
extreme content.
Next, we investigate the impact of the search query itself, which initiates the
sequence of videos recommended. Our results show that although shifts in reliability
vary with queries, in most of the topics studied, the Youtube “lead away” effect is
present.
Fortunately, during the time of our experiments, YouTube disclosed a change in its
recommendation policy to address criticism about unreliable recommendations. Our
last analysis contrasts data before and after that change and shows that, although
after the disclosure the “lead away” effect is reduced, it is still present.
1.3 Roadmap
The subsequent parts of this thesis are structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 reviews work related to this thesis and contrasts differences with this
thesis.
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• Chapter 3 presents the first part of the dissertation, where we describe a set of
tools and results to elucidate reliability in the context of online ratings.
• Chapter 4 presents the second part of the thesis, where we investigate the
dynamics of polarization in recommender systems.
• Chapter 5 comprises the third part of the dissertation. In this chapter we
explore the reliability of recommendations through an empirical exploration of
the nature of YouTube recommendations.
• Chapter 6 reviews the contributions of this dissertation, examines its entangle-
ments and extensions, and brings closing consideration points.
1.4 Related publications
The work presented in this dissertation is related to two published papers and one
paper under submission, which are listed below.
Larissa Spinelli and Mark Crovella. Unravelling Dynamics of Online Ratings.
SMMA 2018.
Larissa Spinelli and Mark Crovella. Closed-loop Opinion Formation. WebSci 2017.
Larissa Spinelli and Mark Crovella. How YouTube leads privacy-seeking users away




Understanding how online experiences can impact users’ opinions is a complex prob-
lem that has been explored in part by several works. In this thesis, we focus on
understanding how the two primary drivers of opinions – crowdsourced reviews and
algorithmically-chosen recommendations – impact users’ opinions regarding polariza-
tion and reliability. We present our work in turns regarding the combination of drivers
and dimensions of impact.
In this chapter, we will present our definitions of polarization and reliability con-
trasting with definitions and models found on related work. Then, we review work
related to these topics, and we position our work and contributions with respect to
them.
We review works related to reliability, focusing on two causes of unreliability:
temporal dynamics and content value. The former refers to how to assess the value of
pieces of information that have temporal dynamics. We address unreliability caused
by temporal dynamics on Chapter 3 in the context of online ratings. Works associ-
ated with unreliability by temporal dynamics are mostly focused on how to model
recommendations or interpret online ratings in time.
Next, we examine work associated with polarization. Following our discussion in
Chapter 4, we focus on work related to the dynamics of polarization in recommender
systems, i.e., work associated with how the process of opinion formation leads to
polarization.
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The latter cause of unreliability (content value) refers to the content itself, in
particular, to when it is factually unreliable or socially harmful – this is, for instance,
content that denies established scientific knowledge, incites hate or promotes fake
news. In this way, works that approach content unreliability are focused on detecting
harmful content or discussing social implications of its propagation. In Chapter 5, we
discuss that with our experimental analysis on YouTube.
2.1 Definitions
In Chapter 3, we analyze reliability over the crowdsourced reviews. In this Chap-
ter, our definition of unreliability relies on time, i.e., how stable ratings are on
time. In this way, observing temporal dynamics, we breakdown components to
quantify and understand different actors on the change (unreliability). In the
literature, although authors are not explicitly referring to the unreliability of
crowdsourced reviews as we are, several works present the temporal dynamics on
online ratings (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013; Zhang et al., 2014) and some other
works also attempt to reason their variability (Duan et al., 2008; Engler et al., 2015;
Yang et al., 2012) .
In Chapter 4, we analyze the impact of Recommender System regarding polariza-
tion, the spectrum of information made available to users. We consider three dimen-
sions on which polarization effects can be observed, and we analyze them analyzing
changes in time of the user’s preference vector. The first one, intensity, capture the
idea of amplification, i.e., if the recommender system polarizes the user by reinforcing
its own opinion and making it stronger. We measure intensity by computing the norm
over the user’s preference vector. The second polarization dimension, simplification,
regards the diversity of the user opinion as a whole, i.e. if the recommender system
polarizes the user by strengthening just some narrow set of recommendations. We
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measure simplification using the entropy over the user’s preference vector. The last
dimension, divergence, concerns homogenization, i.e., if the recommender system po-
larizes users by turning them more similar to each other. We measure divergence by
averaging the correlation coefficient among pairs of user’s preference vectors. The au-
thors in (Dandekar et al., 2013) consider that polarization is a property of an opinion
formation process instead of a property of a state of the network. They establish that
an opinion formation process is polarizing if it results in an increased divergence of
opinions. They measure it in terms of the network disagreement index. Our definition
of polarization is also dynamic and applied to the effect of the recommender system
on transforming the user’s preference over time. We, however, analyze polarization
over more dimensions.
In Chapter 5, we analyze reliability over a recommendation system. In this Chap-
ter, our definition of reliability regards the source of information that we categorized
as extreme, neutral, and reliable. The definition of reliable information used by
authors in (Andrew Guess, 2018) regards “fake-news” – new article (primarily polit-
ical) that couldn’t be credible by fact-checkers. Other articles such as (Bergen, 2019;
Lewis and McCormick, 2018; Nicas, 2018; Tufekci, 2018), refer to unreliable informa-
tion relating to content promoting either misinformation, political extremism, or hate
content. This former reference is more aligned to our definition.
2.2 Crowdsourced Reviews
2.2.1 Reliability: Temporal Dynamics
One of the biggest challenges when evaluating the reliability of crowdsourced reviews
(this is, assessing reviews real value) is due temporal dynamics. Many previous studies
have looked at temporal dynamics in online reviews, but to the best of our knowledge,
we are the first that addresses the reliability of online ratings considering the role
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played by the complete set of factors listed in Section 3.2.
One starting point for our analysis in Chapter 3 is (Koren, 2010), which pro-
poses a recommender system based on collaborative filtering that incorporates tem-
poral dynamics, and splits prediction score between various factors. The authors
in (Liu et al., 2017) present a temporal rating model that additionally incorporates
review text; we focus just on review scores as a function of time.
McAuley and Leskovec propose a latent factor recommender system in
(McAuley and Leskovec, 2013) that models user development caused by the consump-
tion of products over time. They show the role of user experience and expertise
through analysis of beer, wine, food, and movie reviews; however, we do not find
a significant impact of user evolution in our study. The authors in (Zhang et al., ),
(Liu et al., 2010), and (Xiong et al., ) also model temporal dynamics as a strategy
to improve recommendation accuracy, and use models similar in spirit to our model;
however their purpose is not to understand ratings dynamics. Likewise, the authors
in (Li et al., 2017) study how positive and negative movie reviews change over time
and propose a recommender system model that takes into account time-varying and
temporal effect of positive and negative reviews for future behavior.
While all of these studies propose new methods for improving recommendations,
none seeks to understand a broad set of factors underlying the evolution of rating
dynamics observed in practice such as platform differences or population shift as we
did in Chapter 3 .
The authors in (Godes and Silva, 2012) analyzed the evolution of online ratings
over sequence and time for a book ratings dataset. They show that, on average,
ratings in sequence and time decrease, although there are distinct dynamics processes
occurring. Although they provide some explanations for those dynamics processes
their analysis is limited to a specific platform and item type.
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Finally, we point out some studies that look at the dynamics of online reviews
with focus on some particular correlations. Tha authors in (Duan et al., 2008) model
the positive feedback mechanism between online word-of-mouth (WOM) and retail
using a movie dataset. The authors in (Engler et al., 2015) create a model to un-
derstand online product ratings from a consumer perspective. The compare eval-
uations of products from consumer magazine and online ratings and observe that
besides product quality, online ratings reflect customers satisfaction. The authors in
(Salganik and Watts, 2009) analyzed the role of social dynamics in cultural markets.
In a similar perspective (Li and Hitt, 2008) and (Yang et al., 2012) analyze in online
systems the effect of conformity or social influence bias – the inclination to conform
to the observed norm of a community. Furthermore, (Krishnan et al., 2014) proposes
a recommender system that mitigates this conformity effect while (Liu et al., 2016)
a system to embrace it. Although they model some the temporal dynamics of some
effect on online ratings, their analysis does not provide a general understanding of
factors affecting those dynamics.
2.3 Recommender Systems
2.3.1 Polarization: Opinion Formation Dynamics
Although a number of papers have addressed the individual components of the dy-
namics between recommender systems and user opinion formation, or the social im-
plications of these dynamics, few of them have addressed the problem in whole.
Initially, we review three works that have addressed polarization in recommender
systems by studying the dynamical system composed by both.
The authors in (Dandekar et al., 2013) explore the causes of polarization by study-
ing an opinion formation process based on averaging of user opinions. They show that
the opinion in the group polarizes when users responses have biased assimilation; this
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is, the response reinforces their own current opinion. Additionally, they expand the
opinion formation process analysis to a recommender system model analyzing the
biased assimilation response. This work is discussed in detail in Chapter 4, and it
was used as a starting point for our link-based analysis. As we cover in Section 4.3
our results generalize that work and show that in many realistic settings, the authors’
conclusions therein do not apply.
Bakshy, Messingh and Adamic carry out an empirical analysis of the ideological
diversity of news exposure on Facebook in (Bakshy et al., 2015). They measure the
diversity of news (through political alignment) shared between friends and measure
the potential for cross-cutting – i.e. how much a user from a given political alignment
(conservative, moderate or liberal) is exposed to news of a different political align-
ment. They concluded that the individual’s social network itself is the most important
factor in limiting their exposure to diversity. However, is the user’s choices about what
to consume (i.e. which links to click) more than the newsfeed ranking algorithms that
contribute to the news diversity consumed. Although (Bakshy et al., 2015) recognized
the dynamics between news feed (recommender system) and users, their analysis fo-
cuses only on the user’s exposure to diversity when user opinion (political affiliation)
is held constant in their model.
Koren in (Koren, 2010) proposes a recommender system based on collaborative
filtering that incorporates temporal dynamics. Using his recommender system, he
splits the prediction score between factors dependent or independent of the interaction
of users and items and performs an analysis of rating drifting on a Netflix dataset.
Although (Koren, 2010) studies the dynamics of recommender systems and how much
the interaction of user and items can affect the prediction score over time, his analysis
is focused on the recommender system itself and doesn’t explore the user’s opinion
formation.
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Next, we turn to work that addresses individual aspects of polarization in recom-
mender systems.
A number of papers have addressed situations in which there is a narrowing of
access to information by users in online systems. Although these works cover polar-
ization, their focus has primarily been on personalization and recommender engines
instead of its dynamics as explored in this thesis. This effect has been dubbed a “filter
bubble” by Pariser in (Pariser, 2011). Following this line, researchers have analyzed
interactions between users and recommender systems to detect filter bubbles. The
authors in (Hannak et al., 2013) and (Kliman-Silver et al., 2015) explore the factors
that trigger personalization on results of search queries. Furthermore online price
discrimination was exposed by (Hannak et al., 2014) and online ad delivery discrim-
ination was exposed by Sweeney in (Sweeney, 2013). These are examples in which
information content is filtered and throttled in a fashion that is undesirable.
The authors in (Zuiderveen Borgesius et al., 2016) investigate the different types
of personalization in communication and they claim that at present, there is no em-
pirical evidence that warrants any strong worries about filter bubbles, however, they
agree that this could be a future problem if personalization technology improves.
Another line of work related to the filter bubble phenomenon tries to understand
the role played by recommender algorithms in decreasing recommendations diversity
and propose solutions to avoid that this limit the user experience.
Knijenburg et al in (Knijnenburg et al., 2016) claim that to solve the filter bubble
problem it is necessary to build a recommender system with a different goal than
simply recommending good items. The authors of (Knijnenburg et al., 2016) then
propose an idea of a new recommender system – named Recommender System for
Self-Actualization – that aims to support the users in developing, exploring and un-
derstand their unique taste.
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Graells-Garrrido et al in (Graells-Garrido et al., 2013) propose a content recom-
mender on Twitter that uses graphical tools and gap indicators to stimulate diversity
and connect people of opposite views. Other researchers such as (Maccatrozzo, 2012),
(Abbassi et al., 2009), (Zhang et al., 2012) and (Oku and Hattori, 2011) suggest the
inclusion of “serendipitous” recommendations in order to promote diversification.
While these suggestions are consistent with our observation that “best” recommen-
dations are not always the most beneficial for user opinion formation, they also do
not consider how opinions and recommender systems evolve together over time.
Finally, we examine work that takes one step back in respect to our analysis of
dynamics of polarization and that covers the process of opinion formation. Prior work
in opinion formation has taken several approaches to understand how opinions can
evolve in a network according to a given model of information propagation. One line of
work examines the direct influence of neighbors and self-beliefs in opinion formation;
this is studied in (Bindel et al., 2012) where a repeated averaging model is used to
analyze consensus. An alternative approach, taken by (Bhawalkar et al., 2013) uses
game theory as opinion formation process. Both works present boundaries for the cost
to reach consensus in their models. Finally, in (Mäs M, 2013) Mas and Flache propose
a peer-to-peer interaction model that can explain the polarization of opinion with
homophily and without negative influence (disliking of dissimilar others). Although
these models are concerned with some of the same phenomena as our study (eg,
polarization) they do not include a recommender system as an external agent.
2.3.2 Reliability: Content Evaluation
A number studies have explored the impact of recommender systems related to the
reliability of content. In this section, we contrast our work with those studies.
Our work in Chapter 5 takes inspiration from recognition in the popular press
that YouTube’s recommendations can lead to extreme content. Articles such as
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(Tufekci, 2018) and (Lewis, 2018) describe the radicalization of YouTube recom-
mendations and discuss the social implications of this effect. In a similar manner,
(Chaslot, 2018) argues that using AI for optimizing engagement could discredit the
media, and it provides examples of some anti-media content that has been recom-
mended. The article (Bergen, 2019) continues the discussion and presents some of
the actions taken by YouTube to address the criticism about unreliability recommen-
dations. The articles (Roose, 2019) and (Kevin Roose, 2019) reinforce that criticism
and describe some positioning and action from YouTube to address them. Further-
more, similar criticism has also been applied to Amazon’s recommender system in
(Diresta, 2019), and (Oram, 2019) discusses the possibility of more democratic bal-
ance on news delivery by the new “Apple’s News+” service (which is not advertising-
driven at present). These articles provide an essential context for our study by high-
lighting issues, but none performs a quantitative analysis of YouTube’s recommenda-
tion system. In contrast, we quantify the strength and dynamics of YouTube’s “lead
away” effect, showing for example that most of its effect takes place within a sequence
of just a few recommendations.
In (Nicas, 2018) the author considers the social implication of YouTube recommen-
dations and investigates the outcome of the most frequently returned videos starting
from trend searches. The author also performs an empirical exploration of YouTube
recommendations. Similar to our results, that study finds that YouTube’s recommen-
dations often lead users to channels that feature conspiracy theories, partisan view-
points, and misleading videos. However, that work looks at a much smaller dataset
with a simpler overall experimental design; by studying a much larger dataset we pro-
vide greater robustness of results. Most importantly, it does not explore the trade-off
between recommendation properties and privacy, nor does it analyze time dynamics,
the impact of YouTube policy changes, nor the relationship to query topic.
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The authors in (O’Callaghan et al., 2015) investigate the recommendation of
extreme-right videos on YouTube by using a content categorization schema. Like
our study, that work notes how quickly the YouTube recommender system can de-
viate from reliable content. However, that work focuses on one specific niche of the
content spectrum (extreme-right) and the discovery of its ideological bubbles. Our
work adopts a more extensive notion of extreme content and consequently provides a
broader understanding of the “lead away” effect of YouTube recommendations. Fur-
ther, other work also covers the discovery of ideological bubbles with harmful social
impact on YouTube, but without examining YouTube recommendations. In this re-
gard, the authors in (Sureka et al., 2010) propose a framework to discover hate videos
on YouTube and, authors in (Bermingham et al., 2009) perform sentiment analysis
on comments to identify online radicalization. These studies can complement ours as
tools for channel classification.
Moving beyond YouTube, the authors in (Le et al., 2019) analyze personalization
on Google News based on a user’s browsing history. Their study also analyzes how
revealed user information can affect the outcome of recommendations, but they are
focused only on the political echo chamber dimension, and they do not consider
varying degrees of privacy as we do.
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Chapter 3
Unraveling the Dynamics of Online
Ratings
3.1 Introduction
One of the ways that the Web has revolutionized society is through crowdsourced
reviews. Almost any situation in which alternative choices may be evaluated is now
supported by one or more review systems that record experiences and ratings that
users have provided for items of interest.
From the standpoint of the review user, the value of a review system is to allow
the user to assess the perceived quality of various alternatives before making a deci-
sion. However, there is considerable evidence that online reviews show considerable
temporal dynamics (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013; Zhang et al., 2014), so an impor-
tant question concerns how to understand the dynamics of item reviews before using
them to make decisions.
In this chapter we seek to understand how item ratings change over time and
what factors affect those changes. This is a complex question because there are
many dimensions that can play a role in review dynamics. Of course, ratings may
shift because the popular perception of an item is actually changing within the user
population. However, many more factors come into play. For example, ratings can
be affected by shifts in the nature of the population of users providing ratings. They
can be affected by closed-loop effects in which previous ratings influence the set of
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users that are interested in and subsequently review the item. Ratings shifts can
occur for some items in a manner that is different from other items. Furthermore,
the dynamics of ratings can differ among different ratings platforms – even for the
same set of items.
In this chapter we show how to tease apart all of these effects, characterize them,
and quantify their relative importance. Our goal is to form an integrated view of how
the interplay of these effects ultimately determine the changes in item ratings over
time. To do so, we make use of a variety of datasets, chosen for their ability to explore
all of the questions above. To study platform effects, we study the dynamics of movie
ratings across three major ratings platforms; and to study item category effects, we
study various item categories on a single platform. We use clustering to distinguish
items showing different rating dynamics on the same platform. And within a given
platform and item category, we fit a nonlinear model that allows us to distinguish
factors such as changes in user population, changes in user behavior, intrinsic changes
in perceived item quality, and closed-loop interactions between previous ratings and
changes in user population. This latter factor essentially captures the impact of the
ratings platform as a recommender system.
Our multi-platform, multi-factor study goes beyond prior work by considering a
much broader set of factors than previous studies. Using our methods, we show that
there are consistent differences in rating dynamics that depend on the nature of the
rating platform. These differences are not due to different sets of items being rated
on different platforms – they persist even when looking at the same set of items on
different platforms. We also show that on each platform, there are understandable
shifts in the kinds of users that rate an item over time, and that in each case this
population shift makes sense due to the nature of the platform. We show that there
are consistent general trends in how perceived item quality changes over time, which
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are understandable in light of past studies. And we show that recommender systems
play a role in affecting rating dynamics on some platforms, but not others, in a way
that correlates with the nature of the rating platform.
3.2 Factors Affecting Rating Dynamics
Our goal is to form a holistic picture of the forces that combine to determine online
rating dynamics. In particular, we seek to understand how the following factors
interact in shaping online ratings:
Platform Characteristics. We consider first, does the platform explicitly support
item sales, or is it purely informational? And second, does the platform provide a
recommendation system as a service, or does it merely display ratings?
User Population. We want to evaluate whether their are different user types, and
if so whether the balance among those types changes over time, and how those shifts
affect ratings dynamics.
Item Perception. We seek to quantify the extent to which the popular perception
of an item is shifting over time. This can reflect a shift in tastes in the population
at large, or a tendency for a less-appreciated item to become better appreciated by
the population over time.
Item Type. We seek to understand whether different types of items show differ-
ent dynamics, and why. We also seek to understand the prevalence of non-trivial
dynamics, i.e., the proportion of items within a category that typically show de-
tectable dynamics over time, as opposed to the proportion of items whose ratings
are approximately unchanging.
Closed-Loop Effects. Finally, we are interested in the extent to which online rat-
ings or recommendations affect the set of users that subsequently consume an item,
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leading to shifts in dynamics of future ratings. This tells us the impact of “tun-
ing” between items and the users that consume and rate the items, a tuning that is
induced by recommendations.
To separate and evaluate these effects, we use the data and methods described in
the next section.
3.3 Methods
In order to effectively disentangle all of these effects, we use a combination of care-
fully chosen datasets, unsupervised learning in the form of clustering, and supervised
learning in the form of a model fitted to our various datasets.
3.3.1 Data
We make use of the following datasets to help distinguish the five factors above:
Movie Tweetings. This dataset is collected from well-structured movie evaluation
tweets on Twitter from 2013 to 2017 (Dooms et al., 2013). This dataset represents
a platform in which there is no explicit recommendation system, and there is no
commercial entity providing the reviews for the purpose of commerce.
We selected a relatively dense subset of this dataset, namely movies that have at
least 10 ratings and users that have at least 5 ratings. We denote this dataset MT.
This dataset has 15632 users, 5780 movies and 521214 ratings. We centered the
ratings in MT by rescaling them from [1:10] to [1:5].
Rotten Tomatoes. This dataset was crawled from the Rotten Tomatoes website
(Fandango, 2016) in late 2016, which we denote as RT. This dataset represents a
platform in which there is a known distinction between two user types: critics, and
general users. Like MT there is no explicit recommendation system or commercial
role for the platform.
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From the entire dataset we also selected the subset consisting of movies that have
at least 10 ratings and users that have at least 5 ratings. The resulting dataset has
165585 users, 12122 movies, and 4845884 ratings. We centered the ratings in RT by
rescaling them to the range [1:5].
Amazon. This dataset contains product reviews from Amazon spanning from May
1996 to July 2014 (McAuley et al., 2015) and (He and McAuley, 2016). This dataset
represents a platform in which there is an explicit recommendation system that
makes personalized purchase suggestions to users. The platform also has a commer-
cial role in support of sales in the Amazon store. Furthermore, the Amazon dataset
contains items from multiple categories. In addition to movies, we use it to study
electronics, home goods, CDs, mobile apps, and ebook (Kindle) titles. From the
Movies and TV category, we first disambiguated movies names, including merging
movies available in different media such as DVDs and BluRay which appeared as
separate products. Next we select a dense subset of movies that had at least 5
reviews. We denote this dataset AZ, and it has 1957899 users, 53633 movies, and
4291173 ratings.
From the other categories, we selected their 5-core dataset - the dense subset of items
with at least 5 reviews and users with at least 5 reviews. The resulting datasets
are: Electronics (AZ-Ele) and with 192401 users, 63001 items, and 1689129 ratings;
Home and Kitchen (AZ-Hom) and with 66518 users, 28237 items, and 551656 ratings;
Kindle Store (AZ-Kin) and with 68222 users, 61933 items, and 982197 ratings; Apps
for Android (AZ-App) with 87267 users, 13209 items, and 752832 ratings; and CDs
and Vinyl (AZ-CDs) with 75256 users, 64443 items, and 1097555 ratings. Note that
in what follows, AZ refers to Amazon movies, while the other Amazon categories
have specialized names.
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3.3.2 Modelling Temporal Dynamics
Definitions
In each application of our model, we consider a dataset having n users and m items.
Items are objects over which the user provides a rating, e.g., movies. Each rating has
an associated timestamp t (in units of days), and we denote a rating provided by user
u for item i at time t as rui(t). All ratings range from 1 (worst) to 5 (best).
For each rating, we define an associated system time which is the time since the
item first appeared in the system. That is, if t
(i)
0 is the timestamp of item i’s first
recorded rating and t the timestamp of a given rating rui(t), the system time for that
rating is ts = t− t
(i)
0 .
In presenting our results, we are primarily concerned with item progression. This
is defined as the index of where a review falls in the ordered set of reviews for an
item. So item progression from 0 to 99 reflects the first 100 reviews of an item in
order (regardless of how much real time elapsed between the first and last reviews in
the sequence).
Model
To separate the factors at work in a single dataset, we fit the data to a predictive
model we call timeSVD--. This model is a simplified version of the timeSVD++ for
collaborative filtering as proposed in (Koren, 2010) .
To model a rating rui(t), timeSVD-- incorporates three kinds of information. First,
it uses properties of the user u: a term capturing the user’s time-invariant average
rating (bias), and a term capturing the evolution of the user’s average rating over
time. Second, it uses properties of the item i: a term capturing the item’s time-
invariant average rating, and a term capturing the evolution of the item’s average
rating over time. Finally, it incorporates latent factors for both the user and item,
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whose inner product models the personalization of the item to the user. This latter
factor is essentially a matrix-factorization approach to personalization (as reflected
by the ‘SVD’ in the name of the model).
Specifically, timeSVD-- is parameterized as follows:
µ Global mean of all ratings
bi Time-invariant bias (average rating) of item i
bi,Bin(t) Time-varying bias of item i at timebin Bin(t)
bu Time-invariant bias of user u
αudevu(t) Time-varying bias of user u
qi k-dimensional latent factor of item i
pu(t) Time-varying k-dimensional latent factor of user u
The model reflects the assumption that user preferences may change over time
(pu(t)) while item features are time-invariant (qi).
The timeSVD-- model is then:
rui(t) = µ+ bi + bi,Bin(t) + bu + αudevu(t) + q
T
i pu(t) (3.1)
timeSVD-- incorporates various strategies to capture time evolution of model com-
ponents without unduly expanding the set of parameters to be learned. In the case
of item bias, time is discretized into bins of seven days. For time-varying user param-
eters, the model fits a symmetrized polynomial:
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devu(t) = sign(t− tu)|t− tu|
β
where tu is the mean date of rating of user u. This function is used in time-varying
user bias as well as in the time-varying user latent factor:
puℓ(t) = puℓ + σuℓdevu(t) ℓ = 1, . . . , k
In the rest of the chapter, we will refer to qTi pu(t) as the interaction score between
u and i, and the rest of the terms in (3.1) as the baseline score between u and i.
Learning the Model
We train timeSVD-- on each dataset using system time ts as the value of t for each
rating. To learn model parameters we apply stochastic gradient descent to a risk
function incorporating a regularization to (3.1):
f(θ) =
∑






















We set model hyperparameters γ and β by cross-validation.
Clustering
Within a particular dataset, we expect different items to show different dynamics
over time. In order to efficiently separate items by the properties of their ratings
dynamics, we use a clustering algorithm well-suited to work on timeseries: k-Shape
(Paparrizos and Gravano, 2016). To study factors at work for different kinds of items,
we apply both timeSVD-- and k-Shape, and take averages of the timeSVD-- results
over clusters identified by k-Shape.
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Figure 3·1: Relative ratings progression
3.4 Analysis
We divide our analysis into two parts: first we characterize the range of observed
phenomena in review dynamics, and then we decompose those phenomena to gain
understanding of how they arise.
3.4.1 Characterizing Ratings Dynamics
Our basic tool for studying review dynamics is the relative rating score. This is the
average value of ratings on a daily basis, offset by a constant that makes the first set
of average ratings equal to zero. We call the average value of the first item ratings
the initial score and the average across the study period (usually 200 reviews) the
average score. We focus on item progression which, as described above, is the ordered
sequence of reviews for an item.
Throughout our analysis consider only movies with at least 200 reviews, and
analyze the first 200 reviews. This means that the set of movies contributing to each
average rating is not changing over time.
How do item ratings change over time? We start by addressing this basic
question in Figure 3·1. This figure shows that each dataset shows distinctive behavior.
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The RT dataset shows a generally increasing trend; the MT dataset shows a generally
decreasing trend; and the AZ dataset shows a trend that first decreases, and then
increases.
Are platform-specific ratings dynamics consistent? One possible expla-
nation for the platform-specific differences in rating dynamics shown in Figure 3·1
could be that they are due to the fact that the set of movies rated on each platform
is different. First, we show that differences shown in Figure 3·1 in platform-specific
dynamics are not due to the different sets of movies rated.
For each pair of platforms, we select the set of movies that are rated at least 100
times on both platforms (we use a smaller window of 100 reviews to increase the
size of the sets being analyzed). We match movies based on title and year (where
available), discarding any cases in which duplicate matches occur. Figure 3·2 shows
the item progression for movies in common between each pair of datasets, and that
in each case, platform-specific trends are preserved. Specifically, Figure 3·2a shows
the 127 movies in common among AZ and MT, Figure 3·2b shows the 1451 movies in
common among RT and AZ, and Figure 3·2c shows the 387 movies in common among
RT and MT.
In each case, the platform-specific trends shown in Figure 3·1 a preserved (al-
though due to the smaller dataset sizes, there is more variability and trends are
correspondingly weaker in some cases.) We conclude that the differences shown in
Figure 3·1 are consistently present when studying the same sets of movies on different
platforms.
We also note that the relationships between initial and average scores across plat-
forms are preserved when restricting attention to common movies, with AZ > MT in
Figure 3·2a ((4.24, 4.12) > (3.87, 3.86)), AZ > RT in Figure 3·2b ((4.29, 4.16) > (2.93,
3.08)), and MT > RT in Figure 3·2c ((3.59, 3.54) > (2.87, 3.00)).
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Figure 3·2: Common movies: relative ratings progression. Subfigures
are: (a) AZ-Mov and MT: 127 common movies; (b) RT and AZ-Mov:
1451 common movies; (c) RT and Movie MT: 387 common movies.
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Another way to assess whether platform-specific ratings dynamics are consistent
is to ask whether the same dynamics are seen across multiple item categories on
a given platform. To confirm this, we look at relative ratings scores across the six
categories of Amazon data, shown in Figure 3·3a . This Figure shows that the general
behavior of declining followed by increasing ratings is widespread across most of the
item categories on the Amazon platform.
The above results suggest that the platform-specific ratings dynamics we observe
are not due solely to differences in items rated on the different platforms, but rather
that these effects are relatively consistent.
Do all items change in the same way within each platform? A final char-
acterization question concerns how the platform-wide effects seen in Figure 3·1 are
produced from the individual contributions of each movie. We explore this question
by clustering the movies individual item progressions using the k-Shape algorithm
(Paparrizos and Gravano, 2016), and studying cluster-wide averages. We use a de-
fault of five clusters in each case, which we observe to balance clear separation of
classes against noise introduced due to small samples.
Figure 3·4 shows the results of this clustering for all platforms. The Figure shows
that the characteristic dynamics on each platform are not always present for all
movies. In the case of AZ, the characteristic decrease/increase pattern is primar-
ily present in a cluster 1, comprising about 12% of all movies. The other clusters
primarily show a simpler decreasing trend. In the case of RT, the characteristic in-
crease is primarily present in clusters 0 and 4, comprising about 45% of all movies.
Finally, in the case of MT, in general all movie clusters show the platform’s character-
istic downward trend, with the strongest trends in clusters 0, 2, and 3.
We conclude from Figure 3·4 that not all items are showing strong dynamics in
each dataset and that, furthermore, dynamics are not occurring uniformly in each. As
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Figure 3·3: Relative progression across Amazon categories. Subfigures
are: (a) Relative Ratings Progression; (b) Amazon early user effect; (c)
Amazon Interaction Score - all items.
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Figure 3·4: Relative ratings progression by cluster. Subfigures are:
(a) Amazon (AZ); (b) Movie Tweetings (MT); (c) Rotten Tomatoes (RT).
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a result, in what follows we will generally distinguish between “large effect” movies
(AZ cluster 1, MT clusters 0, 2, 3, RT clusters 0,4) and “small effect” movies (movies
in the remaining clusters).
3.4.2 Decomposing Ratings Dynamics
To develop an understanding of the forces driving the effects seen in Section 3.4.1,
we decompose ratings using timeSVD--. The components of the model bear direct
relationship to various factors of interest as described in Section 3.2. In particular,
we can study the impact of the user population by looking at the user time-varying
and invariant components of the model (αudevu(t) and bu), we can study the impact
of item perception by studying the item time-varying and invariant components of
the model (bi,Bin(t) and bi), and we can study the impact of closed-loop effects by
studying the model’s interaction score (qTi pu(t)).
What are the main model factors affecting ratings dynamics? We start
by decomposing the three datasets according to our model, and according to movie
type (small effect vs. large effect as described above). The results are shown in
Figure 3·5, Figure 3·6 and, Figure 3·7.
We start first with Figure 3·5a, Figure 3·6a, and Figure 3·7a which show rela-
tive contributions of factors, respectively, for AZ, MT, and RT. There are a number of
high-level observations. First, user invariant components and item time-varying com-
ponents are the largest and primary contributors to ratings dynamics. Furthermore,
the only platform in which interaction score shows significant dynamics is AZ.
Figures 3·5c, 3·6c, and 3·7c show the corresponding breakdowns for the large-effect
movies, and the results there confirm the conclusion that user invariant and item time-
varying components are the main contributors to the respective platform dynamics.
(Figures 3·5b, 3·6b and 3·7b show the small-effect movies – note the difference in
scale on the y-axes).
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Figure 3·5: Amazon (AZ) Relative timeSVD-- Components Progres-
sion. Subfigures are: (a) AZ all movies; (b) AZ small effect movies; (c)
AZ large effect movies.
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Figure 3·6: Movie Tweetings (MT) Relative timeSVD-- Components
Progression. Subfigures are:(a) MT all movies; (b) MT small effect movies;
(c) MT large effect movies.
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Figure 3·7: Rotten Tomatoes (RT) Relative timeSVD-- Components
Progression. Subfigures are: (a) RT all movies; (b) RT small effect
movies; (c) RT large effect movies.
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We now explore each of the factors in turn.
How do users contribute to rating dynamics? We first examine the role of
users in rating dynamics. We note from Figure 3·5, Figure 3·6 and, Figure 3·7 that
the user time-varying component (purple line) does not show significant contribution
to rating dynamics, but the user time-invariant component (green line) does show
significant contribution. This means that while users individual ratings averages are
not changing over time, users’ contribution to changes in ratings are nonetheless
significant. In other words, changes in the user population – in a consistent way –
are a major driver of ratings dynamics (on all three platforms).
For AZ the contribution of changes in user population (green line) reflects the
overall platform pattern of initial decline followed by increase. This component con-
tributes about 50% of the overall change at the end of the 200 review period. For
MT the contribution of changes in user population has a decreasing trend of similar
range for the whole dataset analysis (Figure 3·6a) as well both subsets (Figures 3·6b
and3·6c). This also covers above 50% of the relative changes in ratings for the large-
effect set (Figure 3·6c). For RT, we also see that changes in user population play a
significant role, contributing about 50% of the change in the large effects subset.
To understand how this significant shift in user population comes about, we turn
to the RT dataset. In that dataset, we have the advantage that users are classified as
either (professional) critics or general reviewers. We use this classification to achieve
a better understanding of role of user population in rating dynamics.
Figure 3·8 breaks down relative ratings score according to user type in RT. In each
plot of that figure the blue line represents the critic’s reviewers contribution, the green
line represents the general’s reviewers contribution, the red line the general contri-
bution of all reviewers. The grey line (with y-axis scale on the left side) represents
the proportion of critics that are reviewers contributing to the average across movies.
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Figure 3·8: Rotten Tomatoes: population change between critic re-
viewers and general reviewers. Subfigures are: (a) Ratings - All; (b)
User time-invariant component - All; (c) Item time-varying component
- large.
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The proportion (grey line) of critics is the same in all plots.
Figures 3·8a and 3·8b shed considerable light on the user population component of
ratings dynamics. It shows that critics are responsible for most of the initial reviews,
and that critics on the whole tend to have lower average reviews than general users.
(The facts that the user line in each figure drops at the beginning, and the critic lines
rise at the end, are due to small-sample effects.) The effect is particularly clear when
extracting just the user time-invariant component in Figure 3·8b.
The contrast to MT is interesting, because there the user population shift has a
decreasing effect on ratings. We note that the MT platform is quite different from the
other two, because of the absence of a well-defined critic population, as well as the
fact that previous ratings of a movie are not as easily accessible. We hypothesize that
this means that users whose average ratings are lower will be more likely to review
movies later in time.
Overall, this analysis goes a long way to explaining how user population shifts
contribute to ratings dynamics. In RT it can help explain the entire dynamics of the
user time-invariant component of the model. In AZ it can help explain the eventual
increase in the user time-invariant component; we will explore the initial decrease
later in the chapter.
How do items contribute to ratings dynamics? The second significant
component exposed by timeSVD-- in Figure 3·5, Figure 3·6 and, Figure 3·7 is the
item time-varying contribution (red line).
For AZ in the all movies case (Figure 3·5a) we can observe that the item time-
varying component accounts for a substantial proportion of the relative change in
ratings score, reaching almost 80% at the end of the progression. For MT the
item time-varying component always has a decreasing trend – i.e., when the items
lose value while aging. We note that this is consistent with previous work (eg,
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(Godes and Silva, 2012)) showing that, in the absence of other factors, online rat-
ings tend to decline when prior reviews are hard to access or evaluate. The fraction
of contribution is considerable – reaching up to 40% of the relative score – in the
large effect subset (Figure 3·6c), and it is present across essentially all clusters within
the RT dataset (Figure 3·4b). Finally, in RT the item time-varying component has
an increasing trend – i.e. items get a higher score when time progresses – for the all
movies case (Figure 3·7a) and for the subset of large effect moives (Figure 3·7c) where
it accounts up to 40% of the relative predicted score. The difference in the case of RT
can also be understood in the context of (Godes and Silva, 2012) due to the presence
of a large set of reliable reviews (reviews that are labeled as coming from critics).
Movies with a strong increasing time-varying component are those that show
significant improvement in rating over time; they can be thought of as “sleepers” that
take time to become well-liked. A more detailed analysis including the separation of
the item time-varying component among critics and general reviewers in Figure 3·8c
shows that general reviews tend to view “improving” movies earlier in time, while
critics tend to view “improving” movies later. This suggests that users are quicker
to identify “sleeper” movies and that critics follow. Overall, our analysis shows that
on a platform like Twitter, movies with declining ratings over time are more likely to
accumulate subsequent reviews than on platforms like Amazon and Rotten Tomatoes,
where previous reviews are more accessible and more easily interpreted.
Why do ratings initially decline on the Amazon platform? One of the
striking properties of ratings on the Amazon platform is the initial decline followed by
subsequent increase. Figure 3·1 shows this effect, Figure 3·4a shows that it primarily
derives from about 12% of all movies (although most movies show an initial decline)
and Figure 3·5c shows that the effect has contributions from both item time-varying
and user time-invariant components. This behavior constrasts starkly with the case
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Figure 3·9: Amazon [Movie and TV] early user effect.
for MT and RT.
In investigating this we note that AZ has a numerous quantity of users that just
provided a small number of reviews; this, combined with the fact that Amazon is
an e-commerce platform, raise the questions of whether initial reviews are intentially
inflated in some way. This could be a strategy to attract buyers when a product is
first introduced.
We investigated this hypothesis by analyzing the users in the AZ dataset. We
conjecture that if large numbers of early reviews were artificially inflated, then there
should be a subpopulation of users who are providing almost exclusively early reviews
for items.
Hence, fo each user, we compute their average movie rating time (i.e., how early
in the item progression time the user provides a review), the user’s average rating
score, and the number of reviews that that user provided. We summarize the results
in Figure 3·9.
In the Figure 3·9, we show the distribution of average rating score of a user versus
the average item progression time for that user’s ratings. We separate users that
contributed less than eight reviews from those that gave more than eight. The figure
shows that users that proffered less than eight reviews have a higher average score than
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users that provide more than eight. This can be observed by comparing the user’s
results (green over yellow) at each bin time of the item progression. Furthermore,
by observing the distribution of those users that provided less than eight reviews
overtime (green box), we can see that their average score declines over time.
These results suggest that the initial drop in ratings seen on the Amazon platform
is driven at least in part by a subpopulation of users who provide few reviews overall
and who provide inflated ratings for a product early in its lifetime. We hypothesize
that this arises due to the nature of the Amazon rating system’s existence in support
of product purchases. Figures 3·3a and 3·3b confirm this effect and explanation across
Amazon categories.
We note that if this explanation holds, then it should be a consistent property
across the Amazon platform. Indeed, we find that this is the case, as shown in Figure
3·3a. All categories from Amazon present an initial drop in ratings and most of them
– except for AZ-App – have an average rating increase afterward. That figure shows
that the initial-decline of ratings is a fairly common feature across categories on the
Amazon platform.
We can likewise explore our hypothetical explanation – that a subset of reviewers
provide early, inflated ratings – for each of the Amazon categories. The results are
shown in Figure 3·3b. The figure shows that the early-reviewer effect is present in
every Amazon category, and that it is particularly pronounced in certain product
categories (Apps and Kindle books).
How do recommendations contribute to ratings dynamics? The final
factor to consider, as discussed in Section 3.2, is the presence of a recommendation
system on a given platform. We expect that if a recommendation system is suggesting
items to users, then subsequent ratings for the item should show a higher interaction
score because this would reflect an improved ‘match’ between the preferences of users
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and the features of the item.
We can assess this effect in two ways: we can ask whether individual items show
higher interaction scores over time, and we can ask whether items that have high
interaction scores receive more ratings. In the latter case, this may be because more
ratings allows the system to do a better job of forming recommendations, and it may
be because items that are successfully recommended will garner more ratings.
To ask whether individual items show higher interaction scores over time, we
recall from Figure 3·6 and, Figure 3·7 that RT and MT show essentially zero variation
in interaction score (yellow lines). This is consistent with the observation that those
platforms are not actively providing users with recommendations that affect which
items a user consumes or chooses to rate.
However, that Figure 3·5 shows an interaction score effect for the AZ platform.
To augment that result, we perform timeSVD-- decomposition of each of the other
Amazon categories. The results are shown in Figure 3·10. Interestingly, it appears
that individual items do not show an increased interaction score over time (yellow
lines). In general, interaction scores decline somewhat over time.
However, the effect on an individual item may be subtle over time. A more likely
effect of a recommender system would occur between the number of ratings an item
receives and the interaction score of the item. For this analysis, we return to looking
at all items in the dataset (not just those having 100 or more ratings). The results
(looking only at interaction score) are shown in Figure 3·11. This figure shows that on
the Amazon platform, there is a strong positive correlation between the interaction
score (a measure of the effectiveness of the recommendation system) and the number
of ratings that an item receives.
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Figure 3·10: Relative TimeSVD- Components Progression per Cate-
gory. Subfigures are: (a) Apps; (b) CDs; (c) Kindle; (d) Eletronics; (e)
Home .
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Figure 3·11: Amazon Interaction Score per Category -all items
3.5 Summary of the chapter
In this chapter we’ve taken a broad look at the factors that drive changes in item
ratings in online review systems.
Our results take two parts. First, we characterize the range of ratings dynamics
and show how platforms differ. Importantly, different platforms have different and
distinctive dynamics. These are preserved when looking at the same sets of items
across platforms, and they are preserved when looking across different types of items
on the same platform.
Next, we use our model to unravel the factors affecting rating dynamics. First and
foremost, we show that changes in user populations are a significant driver of ratings
dynamics. In general we observe a trend for user population shifts to increase ratings
over time and our RT analysis suggests that an important factor is the shift from
critics to general users over time. Next, we show that there is in general significant
variation in the perceived quality of items over time. This suggests a general trend
that may be due to presence of accessible, well characterized reviews (eg in RT) or the
lack thereof (in MT). Then, we show that in the case where ratings are in support of
an e-commerce platform (ie, AZ) there is a significant tendency for a subset of users
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who provide few reviews overall to provide early, inflated ratings for items. This
is consistent across categories of Amazon products but does not occur in ratings-
only sites like Rotten Tomatoes and Twitter. Finally, we find that the presence of a
recommendation system on a site like Amazon helps explain the tendency for items
(across all categories) that show higher interaction scores to acquire more ratings
overall.
Taken as a whole, we show both the complexity behind the dynamics of online
reviews and a set of understandable factors that interact to generate that complexity.
Hence, we believe that these results provide a framework for interpreting item reviews





Recommender systems are an increasingly prevalent part of online services, and in-
creasingly mediate access to online resources. Recommender systems are found in
systems for online-shopping, video streaming, news feeds, search queries and social
media. Recommender systems are employed not just to explicitly give recommen-
dations, but to implicitly guide users, as in the selection and ordering of items in a
Facebook news feed.
The term filter bubble refers to a narrowed access of information caused by per-
sonalization, often in combination with search engines (Pariser, 2011). The term and
associated literature raises the concern that recommender systems may have an effect
on society, for example by influencing user opinions. Given the prevalence of recom-
mender systems, it is natural to ask whether they can have an effect on user opinions,
and what the nature of that effect is.
In this chapter we take this question a step further, and ask how user opinions
and recommender systems together change as they interact over time. This question
arises because many recommender systems are adaptive, making and incorporating
observations of users preferences and choices, even as the users are themselves reacting
to the recommended items (again, take as an example a Facebook news feed). This
constitutes a kind of closed loop, or dynamical system. The central question we ask
is: how do user opinions evolve when users and recommender systems each take input
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from the other, over time?
To answer this question requires significantly abstracting both recommender sys-
tems and users in a manner that captures essential properties. Taking recommender
systems first, these are usually classified according to how the recommendations are
made (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005): content-based filtering systems recommend
items based on features of the previous items evaluated by the user, while collabora-
tive filtering systems recommend items that people with similar tastes and preferences
had evaluated before. Since the latter are based on the opinions of users, our focus
is on collaborative filtering systems. We use two different models of collaborative
filtering to compare results and explore differences: link based systems and ratings
based systems. Link based systems are exemplified by online retailers, which rely
on the past records of purchases by the set of all users. Ratings based systems are
exemplified by movie, music, and hotel sites sites that recommend new (or previously
seen) experiences for a user based on their explicit feedback. These two types of
systems are often addressed using the neighbor approach and latent factor models,
respectively (Ricci et al., 2010).
Turning to user modeling, the central effect to be captured is how user opinion
about an item is affected by the fact the item has been presented to the user by
the recommender system. Here, we study a range of options, from the case where
the user’s reaction is random, to cases in which users have maximally negative or
maximally positive reactions to the item presented. These reactions are captured by
the recommender system and used to update its knowledge base.
While there is little work to date that has addressed this question in the form that
we pose it, parts of our study have connection to the work in (Dandekar et al., 2013).
That paper constructed abstractions of three link based recommender systems, and
analyzed the effects on user opinion under certain assumptions. Part of our work looks
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more deeply at the same systems, examining the effect of key assumptions, and shows
effects that differ considerably from what is predicted in (Dandekar et al., 2013).
However our work also goes beyond link based systems to ratings based systems,
where we find that the set of phenomena (system metrics) to be studied are more
diverse.
Beyond abstracting the key system elements, we also must identify the properties
of user opinions that are of interest. We study three key properties of the evolving
set of user opinions: the intensity of individual user’s opinions, the simplicity of
individual user’s opinions, and the divergence of the opinions of the entire set of
users. We make these concrete in the form of specific metrics.
Our results show a surprisingly subtle interaction between properties of recom-
mender system algorithms, actions of users, and initial system state. We show that
small differences in algorithms (e.g., whether an algorithm returns the “best” item
or merely a “good” item) have a strong effect on whether user opinions undergo
simplification as they evolve. We show that the initial distribution of opinions can
determine whether users become simplified over time. And we show that recom-
mender systems can cause user opinions to diverge and simplify, but generally only
if the recommender system accurately predicts user preferences. On the other hand,
we show that a recommender system does not necessarily increase the intensity of
user opinions, as long as the system makes good recommendations to the user. We
conclude that there is striking richness of interactions that are observed when user
opinions and recommender systems form a dynamical system, despite the high level
of abstraction necessary for a study like ours. Furthermore, the nature of the effects




We formalize the problem as follows. We consider a system of n users and m items.
Items are objects over which the user has an opinion or has a connection with, e.g.,
products, movies, books, or news articles.
The knowledge used by the recommender system is held in an n×m matrix M. In
link-based systems, entries in M are in {0, 1}, while in ratings based systems entries
in M are in R. In ratings systems, M is only partially known. In that case, let Ω
denote the index set {(i1, j1), (i2, j2), ...} of known (observed) entries of M and Ω̄ the
index set of unknown entries of M. We use MΩ to denote the known entries of M.
In a ratings-based system, a matrix completion algorithm decomposes M into
matrices X and Y (k by n and k by m respectively) for a given latent space dimension
k such that C = XTY and ||MΩ −CΩ||2 is minimized.
We model a user’s set of preferences or opinions as an s dimensional vector ui ∈ R
s.
We think of this vector as the location of the user in a “preference space.” This
abstract representation can capture a variety of user characterizations. For instance,
in a link based system, (such as specified in (Dandekar et al., 2013)) the user vector
can be interpreted as a distribution over categories of items to which the user is
linked. On the other hand, for a ratings based system using matrix completion ui
can represent the completed vector of items opinions, i.e., ui = ci (i-th row of C) or
it can represent the projection of the user’s ratings in the latent space, ui = xi (i-th
row of X).
Dynamical System The process we study in this chapter is a dynamical system.
Hence we introduce time indexing, where Mt and uit denote respectively the state
of M and ui at time t. The conceptual approach we take is described abstractly as
follows.
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Let f(i,M) represent a recommender system algorithm; f returns the next item
r suggested for user i. Let g(i, r) represent the response of the user to the recom-
mendation; this can be either a rating for the item r or the decision to link to item
r (e.g., to purchase item r). This action then provides additional knowledge for the
recommender system. Hence after a user has responded to an item, Mt+1(i, r) is set
to g(i, r), and Ω is updated to include (i, r).
In this setting we are interested in the dynamical system {Mt}, t = 0, 1, . . . whose
dynamics are governed by
Mt+1(i, r) = g(i, f(i,Mt)).
Denote by Pref(i,M) the function that computes the user preference vector ui. The
principal characterization of the system we use is via uit = Pref(i,Mt).
This general framework allows for a wide variety of investigations. To assess the
impact of recommender system algorithms, we consider two different f functions. The
two f functions return either the top rated, or a randomly chosen, item for that user.
We also consider a range of g functions, which reflect the degree to which whether
users tend to be favorably, or even unfavorably, influenced by the recommended items.
Metrics Previous opinion formation studies have modeled user opinions as
scalar values, leading to a one-dimensional representation of user preferences
(Dandekar et al., 2013). Nonetheless, empirical studies show that user opinions are
better characterized as occupying a higher-dimensional space, e.g., 20 to 40 dimen-
sions (Bell and Koren, 2007). Hence the set of user preferences can be viewed as
cloud of points, which we consider to be centered at the origin.
While one-dimensional views of user preferences lead to the single metric of po-
larization to describe opinion dynamics, the more realistic multidimensional view of
user preferences provides the basis for a more diverse set of relevant metrics. We
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introduce three definitions that generalize polarization in different ways to describe
how user preferences may evolve over time.
First, we define intensity as a per-user metric that captures the strength of a
user’s preferences. In our point-cloud view, intensity could be conceived of as the
distance of the user point from the origin. Hence, given a user i at point uit at time
t, if at time t′ > t, we have ||uit′ || > ||uit||, we say the user’s intensity has increased.
Second, we define simplification as a per-user metric that captures the diversity
of items that the user prefers, i.e., the spread of user preferences as a distribution.
Hence simplification consists of a reduction in the entropy of the user’s vector as a
















Then, for a user i at point uit at time t, if at time t
′ > t, we have H(uit′) < H(uit),
we say the user’s opinions have undergone simplification. We also use the term
diversification as the opposite of simplification, i.e., an increase the entropy of the
user’s preference vector.
Finally, we define divergence as a property of a set of users that captures the
similarities among the users’ preference vectors, i.e., the degree two which any two
user’s preferences are alike. To measure this we use the average correlation coefficient
over all pairs of user preference vectors, ρ̄ = 2
n2−n
∑
i>j ρ(ui,uj) where ρ is the stan-
dard correlation coefficient. Then, if we have for a set of users at time t′ > t that
ρ̄t′ < ρ̄t we say that the user set has increased divergence.
4.3 Link Based Systems
A large class of recommender systems can be abstracted using a graph; we call
these link based systems. A link based system is modeled as a bipartite graph
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G = (V1, V2, E), where nodes in V1 represent users, nodes in V2 represent items,
and E is the set of edges, i.e., connection among those nodes. In such a system the
recommender algorithm is a function f that takes as input G and a node i ∈ V1
and outputs a node j ∈ V2. The representation of those connections varies with the
specificity of each system. Edges can be unweighted to simply represent viewing of a
video or purchase of an product such as at (Dandekar et al., 2013), or weighted edges
representing scores or ratings such as at (Cooper et al., 2014).
In this section we study three abstractions of link based systems introduced in
(Dandekar et al., 2013). Our goal is twofold: first, we use these as a comparison case
for our study of ratings based systems in the next section; and second we seek to
extend and probe the limits of the analysis performed in (Dandekar et al., 2013).
4.3.1 Polarization: theoretical analysis
In (Dandekar et al., 2013), the authors investigate whether certain link based rec-
ommender systems have a polarization effect, i.e., whether the recommender system
dynamics result in an increased divergence of opinions.
The authors analyzed three random-walk based recommender algorithms inspired
by well-known algorithms from literature: SALSA (Lempel and Moran, 2001) (Sim-
pleSALSA), Item-based Collaborative Filtering (Linden et al., 2003) (SimpleICF ),
and Personalized PageRank (Page et al., 1999) (SimplePPR) , described in more de-
tail below. We follow their framework, in which items have labels l ∈ {“RED”,
“BLUE”}, and there are an equal number of items of each label. That is, |V1| = n
and |V2| = m = 2w with w items of each label.
These analyses considered cases in which users respond either with or without
what was termed biased assimilation. In that context biased assimilation specifically
means that the probability that a user i accepts an item recommendation is propor-
tional to the quantity of items that i has of that label. On the other hand, without
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biased assimilation the probability that a user accepts a given recommendation is
label-independent. Specifically, let xi be the fraction of “RED” items owned by i.




probability that than a recommended item accepted by user i is “RED” is greater
than xi, and (2) when xi <
1
2
, the probability that the recommended item accepted
by user i is “RED” is less than xi.
The authors in (Dandekar et al., 2013) conclude through analysis that Simple-
SALSA and SimpleICF are polarizing only if users respond with biased assimilation;
in contrast, SimplePPR is always polarizing. That analysis includes three assump-
tions: (1) the number of “RED” and “BLUE” items is equal; (2) the set of items
is arbitrarily large (i.e., they study the system properties as m → ∞); and (3) the
recommender system may recommend the same item multiple times, even if the user
has already linked to it. The third assumption is not explicitly stated but is implicit.
One of the goals of this section is to show that analysis of these algorithms are quite
sensitive to these assumptions and that as a result, conclusions about polarization
are necessarily more nuanced.
4.3.2 Model
We encode the link based model in a binary matrix M such that M(i, j) = 1 iff there
exists an edge eij ∈ E that connects i ∈ V1 to j ∈ V2. Once that there are equal
quantities of items of each label we fixed the item label with respect of its position in
M, for instance, the first m
2




The recommender algorithms studied in (Dandekar et al., 2013) were defined in
terms of a random walk on G. However, analysis becomes clearer if we express the
algorithms in terms of a Markov chain. Let PVi,Vj be the transition matrix between
elements i′ ∈ Vi to j
′ ∈ Vj. So, PV1,V2 is n by m matrix can be calculated from
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M such that each element pij =
mij∑
j mij


























We can now rewrite the random-walk based recommender algorithms as Markov
chain based algorithms as follows.
Algorithm 1 SimpleSALSA using transition matrix P
Require: M and a user i .
1: Compute P3, a three-step transition on the transition matrix P
2: Choose an item j according to the distribution P3(i, ·).
3: Return j
Algorithm 2 SimpleICF using transition matrix P
Require: M and a user i.
1: Compute P2, a two-step transition on the transition matrix P
2: Choose k according to the distribution P(i, ·)
3: Compute j = argmaxs P
2(k, s)
4: Return j
Algorithm 3 SimplePPR using transition matrix P
Require: M and a user i.
1: Compute P3, a three-step transition on the transition matrix P
2: Compute j = argmaxk P
3(i, k)
3: Return j
Note that none of these algorithms are prevented from recommending an item to
which the user has already linked. While some systems such as music recommenders
may suggest items multiple times, for many other systems it is not desirable to rec-
ommend items that have already been purchased or viewed (e.g., books, movies, news
articles).
To study the case in which repeated recommendation of an already-linked item
is not allowed, we adjusted the above algorithms during simulation. In each case
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we simply ensured that the algorithm did not return an item that had been already
linked by the user. Denoting Ω as the set of items already linked, we ensure that each
item k such that (i, k) ∈ Ω is removed from the distribution used in SimpleSALSA
and eliminated from consideration in the argmax computations in SimpleICF or
SimplePPR. In such cases, to ensure that a recommendation is always possible, we
replace the zeros in P with a small value 0 < ǫ ≪ 1.
4.3.3 Simulation and Analysis
We would like to understand the role of each factor – recommender algorithm, user
behavior, and initial system settings – in the formation of user opinion in the linked
model G.
For this, we use simulation consisting of the following steps: (i) First, initialize M
according to a probability distribution q(·); (ii) Provide recommendations for all users
according to Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 3; (iii) For each user, accept the
suggested recommendation with some probability p, where p can be a fixed probability
(when users respond without biased assimilation), or can vary with the fraction of
items with same label that the user has (for biased assimilation). (iv) The matrix M
is updated synchronously with the accepted items . The system evolves (repeating
steps (ii) to (iv)) for T = 1000 timesteps. We repeat each simulation 30 times and
report confidence intervals.
For simulations in this section we define user preference ui as a vector consist-
ing of the distribution cli of items the user i is linked to over all labels l. We use
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Hence the property we study is simplification (as defined above) which in this case
measures the tendency for users to link primarily to one label type versus the other.
We use simplification rather than polarization because it measures the degree to which
user opinions become more extreme in cases where there may be more than two labels,
and hence is more general than polarization.
Case Study 1: including already-linked items
Our first set of results studies the case in which the system is allowed to recommend
an already-linked item. The settings simulated were 4700 users and 3700 items. Each
user was initialized with an average of 40 known items uniformly distributed between
labels. Those settings are inspired in byMovieLens (GroupLens, 2015) dataset. The
label-independent acceptance probability for non-biased user responses was p = 1.0,
i.e., the user always accepts the recommended item.
Figure 4·1a and Figure 4·2a show the simplification effects for Case Study 1 over
1000 steps. The figure shows that none of the 3 algorithms show significant varia-
tion over time, with or without biased assimilation. This is surprising because the
theoretical analysis of (Dandekar et al., 2013) suggests that SimpleSALSA and Sim-
pleICF should have distinct behavior (not polarizing and polarizing) when comparing
label-independent and biased assimilation.
However, a closer look at those simulation outcomes revealed that they were
mostly outputting the same recommendation over time.
A simple inspection of the SimpleICF and SimplePPR algorithms and their re-
spective random process reveals that without constraints preventing the repetition
of the same item, and given a finite number of users and items, the selection step
(through the argmax computation at line 2) of SimplePPR and SimpleICF is likely
to always return the same item; consequently few or no updates are made on M,
explaining the constant entropy measured. In contrast, when an infinite number of
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items and users is considered a higher randomness in the selection step is expected.
Therefore,the chances of return the same item is reduced.
This leads to two conclusions: (1) the simplification (or polarization) effects of
a real (finite) recommender system are different than those of a idealized infinite
system; and (2) the previous conclusions that SimpleSALSA and SimpleICF can be
non-polarizing in some cases need to be re-examined for realistic systems.
Case Study 2: no already-linked items
Next, in Case Study 2 we look at how results change when the system is not allowed
to repeat already-linked items. In all other respects, simulation settings are the same
as Case 1.
The simplification of user preference in Case Study 2 is shown in Figure 4·1b. The
figure shows that (i) without biased assimilation all algorithms have a diversification
effect; (ii) with biased assimilation SimpleSALSA lead to simplification, SimpleICF
has an initial diversification followed by a simplification effect and, SimplePPR leads
to a diversification effect. This shows that when linked items are not repeated, results
are very different from those in Case Study 1, and from the systems analyzed in
(Dandekar et al., 2013).
We also analyze for Case Study 2 the simplification of the system, i.e. the diversity
of the combined preferences of all users as it evolves over time. Figure 4·2b shows
that forSimpleSALSA and SimplePPR the system has a similar and almost constant
effect regardless of whether users respond in a label independent way or with biased
assimilation. However, SimpleICF suffers a simplification effect when there is biased
assimilation.
The diversification effects for biased assimilation in Figure 4·1b for the initial steps
of SimpleICF and SimplePPR may seem counter-intuitive, but they can be under-





















































































































































Figure 4·1: Average Entropy: User’s Preference. Subfigures are: (a)





















































































































































Figure 4·2: Average Entropy: System’ Preference. Subfigures are:
(a) Case Study 1; (b) Case Study 2; (c) Case Study 4.
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provide to the user. These algorithm provide less diverse recommendations as a result
of the argmax step that each employs. We note that the most well connected items
are those most likely to be recommended because of their higher values in P2 or P3.
Although initially there is on average the same quantity of items of each label there
are also well connected items of both labels due to randomness in the connection
pattern. As a result, the lower randomness of recommendations in SimpleICF and
SimplePPR often results in the system recommending the same item repeatedly until
the user accepts it. This leads initially to each user linking to items with both labels
approximately equally, regardless of whether the user’s assimilation is biased or unbi-
ased. However, after some number of simulation steps (approximately 200 steps) the
increase of density leads to an increase of the randomness output from SimpleICF. I
that case, biased assimilation is able to cause a user to acquire more items of one label
than another, resulting in simplification of user preference. Furthermore the greater
randomness of SimpleSALSA causes a similar biased consumption effect resulting in
simplification of individual users’ opinions. This is further confirmed by the fact that
the overall system sees no change in the label distribution as shown in Figure 4·2b
under SimpleSALSA.
In summary, this section shows that the tendency of user preferences to simplify
or diversify depends on a delicate interplay of the diversity of items suggested by the
recommender system and the extent to which users exhibit biased assimilation.
Case Study 3: Variations
To test whether our results in Case Study 2 are representative, we vary the simulation
parameters from Study Case 2. In particular, we study the effects of varying;
1. The percentage of items to which each user is initially linked. Previous cases
used 1.08%, here we also explored 10%;
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2. The label-independent probability of accepting an item in the unbiased biased
case. Previous results used p = 1.0, here we range p in {0.6, 0.8}.
None of the above variations affected significantly the trends results presented in
Study Case 2, regardless of recommender algorithm or biased/unbiased assimilation.
Rather than presenting all results in full, we summarize their similarity by presenting
statistics in Table 4.1. The table shows the coefficients of linear regression lines fit to
each individual algorithm and response variation. Specifically, Table 4.1 presents the
slopes (noted as s) and intercept points (noted as i) for algorithms SimpleSALSA,
SimpleICF and SimplePPR (noted respectively as f = {1, 2, 3}). In the Table the
percentage of initial items is denoted as q(%), the number of users is n, the number of
items is m, and the user response probability or biased response indicator is denoted
as g(p). Across almost all variants in Table 4.1 we observe similar slopes and intercept
points.
Case Study 4: non-uniform initialization
The case studies above demonstrate how different algorithms and user responses
evolve in a system in which links to items of different labels are initially uniformly-
distributed. We undertake Case Study 4 in order to better understand the role played
by the initial distribution of item labels. The setting of Case Study 4 is the same as
Case Study 2 except for the initialization step. Each user is still linked on average to
40 items but on average 60% of those links are to items with the first label (”RED”)
and 40% are to items with the second label. Figure 4·1c and Figure 4·2c shows the
simplification effects over time at the user and system level respectively when there is
a uneven starting link distribution and no repeat items are allowed. The figures show
first of all that the degree of simplification in this case is dramatically larger than in
any of the balanced-link cases. This shows the very strong effect that the initial pref-
erences of users have on the evolution of the system. Second, the figures show that
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the high levels of simplification are visible both at the user level and at the system
level. Overall, the fraction of links that are to RED items grows dramatically at the
system level. Third, with respect to the behavior of various algorithms, we note the
following. Without biased assimilation SimpleSALSA still has a diversification effect
on both user’s and system level effect measured by the increase of average entropy.
However when the user’s response is biased the SimpleSALSA results in significant
simplification at both the user and system level. On the other hand, SimpleICF and
SimplePPR always result in very signficant simplification at the user and system level
regardless of the user’s response behavior.
The dramatic change of behavior of SimpleICF and SimplePPR when starting
preferences are unbalanced is once more explained by the selection step (through
the argmax computation at line 2). When there are initially more links to items of
one label the most well connected items are also from that label, creating a cycle of
same-label recommendations.
4.3.4 Discussion
The failure of the theoretical analysis to consistently match any set of results
in our case studies reveals how sensitive the analysis of system dynamics in
(Dandekar et al., 2013) is to assumptions and initial state. This can be seen intu-
itively as well. For example, the operation of SimpleSALSA is just to take three
steps in a Markov Chain starting from a random state. Intuitively this results in an
output vector that interpolates between the initial state and the steady state of the
chain. The extreme symmetry of the initial system setup in (Dandekar et al., 2013)
suggests that the steady state is the uniform distribution (considered separately over
users and items). Creating a new link according to this distribution will move the
system to an ever more uniformly connected state – hence the decrease in polariza-
tion shown in Figure 4·1a and Figure 4·2a which agrees with the analytical results
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in (Dandekar et al., 2013). However, the same analysis suggests that the analytical
results are strongly dependent on the initial linking pattern, as an imbalance in that
pattern will result in an imbalanced steady state, and hence the addition of links in
an imbalanced fashion as well.
Our analysis also shows the key role played by diversity of recommendations. Both
SimpleICF and SimplePPR attempt to provide a notion of “best” recommendation
through the use of the argmax step. On the other hand, SimpleSALSA only tries
to provide a “good” recommendation (with high probability). While providing the
“best” recommendation may seem more optimal in some sense, SimpleSALSA shows a
much smaller tendency to simplify user preferences, particularly when user preferences
start out in an imbalanced state (which seems the likely case in practice).
4.4 Ratings Based Systems
The link based systems considered in the previous section are relatively easy to analyze
and interpret. However, in many recommender systems the relation between a user
and an item goes beyond a simple binary connection and is expressed in some form
of numerical rating. We term such systems as ratings based systems. A recommender
algorithm in that scenario aims to predict the ratings of the unevaluated items – i.e.,
anticipate how the user will evaluate the remaining unevaluated items.
One of the main methods used by rating based systems is to provide recommen-
dations using latent factor models (Ricci et al., 2010). Latent factor models estimate
the ratings relations between users and items by modeling each in a latent space. The
latent vectors are are learned from the data. Ratings are then estimated using inner
product of user and item vector in the latent space. This estimation process can be
also understood as matrix completion.
In a system where user preferences are real-valued, there are a wider array of
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metrics that are important and can be considered. Our goal in this section is to
understand not just how simplification evolves (as in the last section) but also how
intensity and diversity evolve in time.
4.4.1 Model
Let M ∈ Rn×m be a ratings matrix of n users over m items, λMIN be the minimum
ratings value, λMAX be the maximum ratings value, and a the completion algorithm
that decomposes M into the factors X and Y where C = XTY.
Once C is computed, a typical way to provide a recommendation r to a user i
is using an algorithm f that recommends the unevaluated item C(i, j) with high-
est predicted rating. We denote that algorithm as RecBEST; it is described below
(Algorithm 4).
As a comparative case we define RecRAN (Algorithm 5) to be the recommender
algorithm f that simply recommends a random unevaluated item.
Algorithm 4 RecBEST using C
Require: C, Ω and a user i .
1: Compute j = argmax
j
C[i, j] such that (i, j) ∈ Ω̄.
2: Return j
Algorithm 5 RecRAN using C
Require: C, Ω and a user i .
1: Choose randomly j such that (i, j) ∈ Ω̄.
2: Return j
We seek to capture a range of possibilities for the response of a user to a rec-
ommendation. These essentially reflect how a user’s opinion changes in response to
evaluating an item (e.g., viewing a movie or reading a book). We model the user
response gx(i, r) as a probabilistic function of x ∈ [0, 1]. The user signals her eval-
uation by providing either a rating of λMAX or λMIN . The parameter x determines
how often a user tends to be positive about a recommended item. That is, for a
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given user i and a recommendation r, M will be updated accordingly to gx(i, r), i.e.,









λMAX , with probability x
λMIN , with probability (1− x)
(4.1)
4.4.2 Datasets
The previous section showed that system dynamics can be strongly influenced by the
initial system state. Hence we conclude that it is important to initialize the system
in a realistic manner. As a result we use previously captured datasets as the system
initialization in this section. We use three datasets that include ratings relations
between users and items to define the starting point matrix M and initial Ω.
The MovieLens dataset is collected from a non-commercial web movie recom-
mender (GroupLens, 2015). We selected a relatively dense subset of this dataset,
consisting of users that have at least 40 ratings, which we denote as dataML. In total
dataML has 4736 users, 3706 movies, and 962682 ratings. Additionally we scaled the
ratings to center them at zero, changing the initial range from [1:5] to [-2:2].
The MovieTweetings dataset is collected from well-structured movie evaluation
tweets on Twitter from 2013 until 2015 (Dooms et al., 2013). We selected a relatively
dense subset of this dataset of movies that have at least 10 ratings and users that
have at least 40 ratings, which we denote dataMT. This dataset has 2604 users, 3703
movies and 218302 ratings. We centered the ratings in dataMT by rescaling them
from [1:10] to [-5:5].
The BookCrossing was collected in a 4-week crawl from the Book-Crossing com-
munity (Ziegler et al., 2005). We used a relatively subset of this data excluding null
inferred ratings and selecting user with at least 40 ratings over books with at least 5
ratings, which we denote dataBX. This dataset has 294 users, 2764 books, and 20040
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ratings rescaled from [1:10] to [-5:5].
4.4.3 Simulations
We again study the closed-loop dynamics between recommender system and users in
simulation.
In our simulations all matrix completion procedures were performed using LMaFit
(Wen et al., 2012) with a latent space k = 20. We define the user preference vector as
the completed vector of item opinions (ui = ci) and observe how ui evolves over time
through an individual dynamic simulation, i.e., just one user evolves in time while
other user ratings are not changed. We observe how the user preference evolves in
the dynamical system at an individual level (through intensity and simplification) as
well as at a system level (through divergence).
We analyzed the recommender algorithms f ∈ {RecBEST,RecRAN}. over the
probabilistic users response gx(i, r) for x ∈ {0.0, 0.1, . . . , 1.0}. Using those settings we
evolved each user for T = 400 iterations where at each step a new recommendation
was made and evaluated by the user according to rating policy gx. Furthermore some
individual and collective metrics were computed from ui at each step. This framework
for our analysis is described in Algorithm 6.
Intensity
First we consider how the intensity of the user preference vector varies over time and
how the choice of user response and recommender system influence in those changes.
Figure 4·3 captures the intensity measures computed for all of our simulations.
Each square from each plot of Figure 4·3 represents one metric observation, while
the color of the square indicates the metric value as indicated in the color map.
Furthermore, the x-axis in each plot represents the simulation step (ranging from 1
to 400) and, the y-axis in each plot represents the probability with which the user
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Algorithm 6 Ratings based dynamical system
Require: A partially-observed matrix of ratings MΩ; a recommender system algo-
rithm f ; a user response function gx; a preference space size k; and a number of
iterations T .
1: for i ∈ Users do
2: R = M
3: for (step=1:T) do
4: (X,Y) = LMaFit(R, k,Ω)
5: C = XTY
6: j = f(C, i,Ω)
7: R(i, j) = gx(i, j)
8: Ω = Ω ∪ (i, j)
9: Output Intensity and Simplification of ci
10: S(step, i) = ci
11: end for
12: end for
13: for (step=1:T) do
14: Output Divergence of S(step)
15: end for
response gx was set. Thus each horizontal set of points represent one particular
simulation. Each plot of Figure 4·3 represents a set of simulations results from a
given algorithm and dataset. Different set of plots rows correspond to the dataset
used to initialize M – respectively dataML , dataMT or dataBX . The first two columns
of plots group simulation results from RecBEST and RecRAN respectively. The last
column shows the pointwise subtraction of RecRAN from RecBEST for comparative
purposes.
The reason for the last column of plots is that the RecRAN simulations measure
the effects on user opinion when randomly chosen items are evaluated by the user
according to the rating policy gx. Thus, this case can be considered to capture the
effect of a user viewing and rating items without the influence of a recommender
system, but rather in completely random fashion. Therefore the subtraction of the
simulations results (RecBEST - RecRAN) – noted in this work as BEST-RAN – is a
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Figure 4·3: Average Norm of User’s Preference
measure of influence of the recommender system algorithm on user opinion.
All the intensity observations represented at Figure 4·3 were computed by aver-
aging the norm of the users preference vectors for a given time step.
The figure show a number of results. First, for both algorithms (RecBEST and
RecRAN) and for all datasets, regardless of the user’s response, we can observe a
general increase in intensity over time – marked by the vertical increase of average
norm value when the time color indicators also increases.
Second, for RecBEST (first column) the increase in intensity of opinion is max-
imized for probabilities x intermediate between 0 and 1. The RecBEST system in-
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creases intensity the least when x = 1, the user always agrees with the system and
rates the items presented highly.
These two effects together mean that for BEST-RAN (third column) there is a
generally decreasing relationship between the user opinion intensity and the degree to
which the user agrees with the recommender algorithm. In other words, when the user
agrees with the recommendations made by the system, the user’s opinion intensity
increases, but the increase is lower than if there had not been a recommender system
in the loop. On the other hand, when the user disagrees with the recommender
system, the user’s intensity of opinions increases more than if there had been no
recommender system in the loop. We conclude from this that a recommender system
does not necessarily increase the intensity of user opinions, as compared to random
recommendations, as long as the system makes good recommendations to the user.
Simplification
Our second analysis concerns how the user’s preference vector behaves over time
as a distribution, which is captured as simplification (or diversification) of opinions.
Figure 4·4 compiles the results from the simplification measures of the user preference
vector. The figure uses the same representation for squares, colors, plots and plot
positions as Figure 4·3.
The figure shows a number of effects in opinion dynamics. First of all, for both
algorithms (RecBEST and RecRAN) and for all datasets regardless the user response,
we can observe a general increase of entropy over time. In another words, user opinions
get more diverse under the influence of either a recommender system or a random
presentation of items.
Second, the influence of dataset (i.e., system initialization) has a much stronger
effect on diversity (as compared to, eg, intensity). The changes in diversity are highly
varied across datasets (although diversity always increases).
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Figure 4·4: Average Entropy of User’s Preference
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However, the third column (BEST-RAN) shows that the relative influence of the
recommender algorithm RecBEST over users for dataML and dataMT is that when y
increases, the average entropy decreases. This means that, when the user agrees more
with the recommendations its opinions become simpler, as compared to a random
presentation of items. Even for dataBX, where there is no strong correlation between
the influence of the recommender system and the user response gx, user opinion always
becomes simpler under the influence of the recommender system than under a random
item presentation.
These results emphasize the importance of comparing the effect of a recommender
system to an alternative. While a dynamical system involving a recommender system
tends to result in diversified user opinions, the same is true of a dynamical system
that does not involve a recommender system. Only by comparing the two do we see
how the recommender system decreases the diversity of user opinion.
Divergence
Our last analysis is with regard to how closed loop dynamics shapes the user prefer-
ence vectors as a set. We want to understand the conditions under which the user
preference vectors become more similar to the others, i.e. we want to observe when
there is loss or increase of individuality from the user preference vectors set.
Figure 4·5 presents the average correlation of user preference vectors, with plots
using the same representation for squares, colors, plots and plot positions as in pre-
vious figures.
We note that for both algorithms (RecBEST and RecRAN) and for all datasets,
the average correlation coefficient decreases for intermediate values of x, while it in-
creases when x is close to either 0 or 1. Thus, unless the user does not fully agree
or disagree with most recommendations, the set of user opinions tends to diverge.
However, the influence of the recommender system as compared to random recom-
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Figure 4·5: Average Correlation Coefficient of User’s Preference
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mendations, as shown in the third column (BEST-RAN) is quite different. That
column shows that as the user’s agreement with recommendations increases, there is
a consistent increase in opinion divergence. This effect is strong enough that opinions
always increase in divergence, compared to random item presentations, when the user
fully agrees with the recommendations made by the recommender system.
4.4.4 Discussion
The conclusions from this section and the previous section together show consistencies
that reinforce a number of high level conclusions. The principal conclusion concerns
the tendency of recommender systems to simplify user opinions. This tendency is
observed generally over both link based and ratings based systems, although it comes
with some caveats. First, recommender systems that recommend the “best” item at
any given time (eg, SimpleICF, SimplePPR, and RecBEST) have a much stronger
simplifying effect than systems that return “good” recommendations according to
some probability (SimpleSALSA). Furthermore, the simplifying effect is strongest
when the recommender system does a good job of predicting user preference (e.g.,
when x = 1 in RecBEST).
Second, the initial state of the system when the recommender system starts has a
strong effect on the eventual outcome. In the case of RecBEST, opinion diversity is
strongly affected by the dataset used, and in the cases of SimpleICF and SimplePPR
the simplification effect is highly pronounced when the system does not state in a
perfectly balanced configuration.
Turning to the other metrics, our results suggest that the ratings based system
tends to cause user opinions to collectively diverge and to become individually less
diverse, but only when the system accurately predicts the user’s preferences. If the
system is less effective in this regard, it can cause the opposite effect, namely, the to
cause user opinions to become more similar to each other, and to become individually
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more diverse. On the one hand, the conclusion that opinions can diverge and become
less diverse is potentially concerning, but the realization that the recommender system
must be quite accurate for this to happen raises questions about whether this effect
is likely to occur in practice.
4.5 Summary of the chapter
In this chapter we studied the closed-loop dynamics between recommender systems
and users across a wide variety of system models and configurations. We proposed
three metrics – intensity, simplification and divergence – to capture important prop-
erties of user opinions as they evolve in such a system. By studying a wider range
of settings, we extend previous work (Dandekar et al., 2013) and show that its con-
clusions do not always generalize to more typical settings (eg., when already-linked
items may not be recommended, or when the system starts with nonuniform user
preferences). Further, comparing results for link based and ratings based systems, we
identify common features of recommender systems that tend to simplify user opin-
ions. We also show that under certain circumstances, recommender systems can act
to cause user opinions to diverge and become less diverse, but this is not always
the case, and more study is needed to determine whether in practice the conditions
necessary for divergence and simplification of opinions do actually occur.
Our work has a number of limitations that suggest the need for future study; in
particular, further theoretical analysis of both link based and ratings based dynamics
seems worthwhile and potentially feasible. Nonetheless, our results show that the
dynamics of recommender systems over time are complex and varied, and that there
is potential for such systems to affect user opinions in subtle ways. Combined with
the increasing prevalence of recommender systems, our results suggest that better
understanding of closed loop opinion formation is an ongoing and important problem.
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Table 4.1: Case Study 3: Comparison over parameter variations.
n m q(%) f g(p) slope intercept
4700 3700 1.08 1 0.6 8.4e-06 0.99
4700 3700 1.08 2 0.6 8.4e-06 0.99
4700 3700 1.08 3 0.6 6.8e-06 0.99
4700 3700 1.08 1 0.8 7.5e-06 0.99
4700 3700 1.08 2 0.8 7.8e-06 0.99
4700 3700 1.08 3 0.8 1.3e-05 0.99
4700 3700 1.08 1 1.0 6.6e-06 0.99
4700 3700 1.08 2 1.0 6.7e-06 0.99
4700 3700 1.08 3 1.0 1.1e-05 0.99
4700 3700 1.08 1 bias -5.3e-06 0.98
4700 3700 1.08 2 bias -3.2e-05 0.99
4700 3700 1.08 3 bias 7.4e-06 0.99
4700 3700 12 1 1.0 9.5e-07 0.99
4700 3700 12 2 1.0 5.7e-07 0.99
4700 3700 12 3 1.0 1.0e-06 0.99
4700 3700 12 1 bias -2.1e-07 0.99
4700 3700 12 2 bias -7.2e-07 0.99
4700 3700 12 3 bias 7.4e-07 0.99
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Chapter 5
How YouTube leads users away from
reliable information
5.1 Introduction
Currently, much of the information accessed online is mediated by some kind of
recommender system. The increasing and widespread use of recommendation systems
has raised concern about how possible biases existing in recommendations can impact
worldwide information and public opinion formation.
As a result, research has begun to investigate how personalization can
impact the nature of information that is accessed by individuals. One
concern is the narrowing of information diversity through the creation
of ‘filter bubbles’ (Pariser, 2011), (Bakshy et al., 2015), (Hannak et al., 2013),
(Spinelli and Crovella, 2017), (Le et al., 2019). More recently, the increasing pro-
liferation of unreliable information (Soroush Vosoughi, 2018), (Andrew Guess, 2018),
especially on social media, has been adding a new dimension to recommender system
social impact and has been increasing the importance of understanding recommen-
dation policies used on such platforms.
Social platforms such as Facebook and YouTube optimize their recommendations
to maximize engagement, while commercial platforms such as Amazon seek to drive
purchases. However, although most recommendation algorithms are designed for
value-neutral objectives such as engagement and commerce, the resulting recom-
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mendations can potentially promote content that is factually unreliable or socially
harmful. In this regard, the popular press has recently exposed odd behavior of the
Amazon and YouTube recommender systems, including promoting radical, extreme,
or unreliable content (Tufekci, 2018), (Lewis, 2018),(Chaslot, 2018), (Bergen, 2019),
(Diresta, 2019) .
YouTube is one of the most significant sources of socially-generated information
globally, with over 1.9 billion logged-in visitors each month and more than a billion
hours of video watched every day (YouTube, 2019). However, because of YouTube’s
revenue model, the nature of its recommendation policies is fairly opaque.
In this chapter, we seek to move beyond the anecdotal descriptions in the popular
press and study the nature of YouTube recommendations quantitatively. We study
YouTube recommendations empirically, focusing on socially-impactful dimensions –
particularly, recommendations for reliable versus unreliable information sources. To
this end, we design and implement a data collection framework to simulate users
watching a sequence of recommended videos on YouTube under various experimental
conditions. We then classify the channels from the recommended videos in terms of
the reliability of their content. Finally, we analyze the empirical results to quantify
the extent to which YouTube recommendations shift users away from reliable towards
unreliable and even extreme content.
Recommender systems are successful to the extent that they can employ informa-
tion about users, allowing recommendations to be personalized. At the same time,
many users seek to protect the privacy of their personal information while online.
Hence, one of the central issues we explore in this chapter is the tension between pri-
vacy and the nature of recommendations. To that end, our experimental conditions
vary in the degree of privacy that our simulated users employ.
Our first contribution is to quantatively demonstrate how YouTube’s recommen-
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dations generally “lead away” from reliable information sources, including a tendency
to direct users over time toward video channels espousing extreme or unscientific view-
points. By quantifying this effect, we demonstrate that in most cases YouTube leads
users away from reliable information very quickly. That is, most of the change in the
reliability of information takes place within the first few recommendations provided
by YouTube.
Our second contribution is to measure the effect of user privacy on YouTube
recommendations. While many users may consider privacy desirable, we show that
protecting privacy has a major drawback: it drastically increases the “leading away”
effect of YouTube recommendations. We show that the increase in the proportion
of unreliable content increases by a factor of 2× to 3× for users who preserve their
privacy while viewing videos. We quantify this effect along various dimensions, in-
cluding its dynamics in time, and show how pervasive the tradeoff between privacy
and unreliability of recommendations is in the YouTube recommendation process.
Finally, we dive into specific questions designed to explore the robustness of these
contributions. We examine how the “leading away” effect depends on the specific
topic being explored by the user, showing that “leading away” takes place for most
of the topics we study, although to varying degrees. We also show that the widely
publicized changes made by YouTube to their recommendation policies in January
2019 decreased but did not eliminate the “leading away” effect.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Data Collection
As mentioned above, we study YouTube’s recommendation strategies by following
chains of recommendations made by YouTube. Starting from a specific search query,
we simulate a user who watches the resulting video and then selects one of YouTube’s
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recommendations to watch next. Each chain is collected under a specific privacy
scenario, and the next video to watch in each case is selected from the list of rec-
ommendations according to a video selection strategy. We explain each of these
experimental aspects in the following subsections.
Privacy scenarios
In order to explore how YouTube recommendations change as a function of what user
features are visible to YouTube, we consider four privacy scenarios:
Logged. The user identity is exposed by being logged into a Google account. We
used a single university-provided Google account.
Normal. The user has not logged into a Google account, but uses normal browsing
mode which could be potentially tracked by cookies.
Private. The user has not logged into a Google account and uses a private browser
session that disables cookie placement.
Tor. The user has not logged into a Google account and uses a private session in a
Tor-enabled browser that obfuscates the user’s IP address by passing through the
Tor network.
Search queries
Each collected video chain starts with a search query. For these queries, we use the
top 10 News Google Searches of 2017 in the United States (Google, 2018). We choose
these because they represent a set of queries that would be likely as starting points
for watching videos on YouTube. The search queries used were: Hurricane Irma;
Las Vegas shooting ; Solar Eclipse; Hurricane Harvey ; Bitcoin Price; North Korea;







Figure 5·1: Channel Name Word Clouds by Classification. Subfigures
are: (a) Trustable; (b) Neutral; (c) Extreme.
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Video Selection
YouTube’s recommendations are provided in a list on the right side of the screen
while a video is playing, which we call the recommedation list. An important aspect
of our experiment is the choice of how the next video to be watched is selected from
this list (video selection.)
“Auto-play” mode in YouTube simply plays the top item in the recommendation
list. This mode is the default behavior of YouTube and is followed when no other user
action is made. Hence, we treat the top item as the one most strongly recommended.
This video selection strategy is top item.
In contrast, to understand the impact of the recommendations rank, we consider
a strategy in which the video with the lowest ranking is the one chosen for viewing
next. We refer to this video selection strategy as bottom item.
We refer to a sequence of videos watched in this way after a single query as a
chain. In our video selection executions we avoid video repetition inside a chain.
Then, if the selected video to play next had already played in the current chain we
choose instead the highest unplayed video (or lowest unplayed video) when the video
selection is top item (bottom item).
Features collected
Each YouTube video is published by a YouTube channel. Channels are either based
on Google personal accounts or Google brand accounts. Channels with more than
100,000 subscribers that belong to an established creator or are the official channel of a
brand, business, or organization can receive a YouTube verification badge checkmark
upon request (Google, 2019a).
For each video viewed during our experiments, we collect a set of features. Features
are either derived from the video or its channel. The video features we collect are: the
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current date, the video publication date, the video number of views, the video number
of likes, the video number of dislikes, the video number of comments, the video title,
the video duration, the video description, the video content category (selected on
video publication), the channel identifier, the channel title, the channel number of
subscribers and, the channel verification badge status.
Data Collection Process
Putting all the above parts together, the overall structure of our data collection
process is given in Algorithm 7. The framework is implemented in python and uses
Selenium to simulate user behavior.
Algorithm 7 YouTube Data Collection
Require: Privacy scenario, Search term, Selection Strategy
1: Perform a search query on YouTube and get its recommendation list.
2: repeat
3: Select video from list according to selection strategy.
4: if advertisement appears then
5: Wait for the end of the ad or skip it.
6: end if
7: Watch selected video for up to 5 minutes of elapsed time
8: collect data about the video and its channel
9: get new recommendation list
10: until video chain reach 20 videos
5.2.2 Classification
We classify each recommended video according to its channel. We place each channel
into one of three categories: trustable, neutral or extreme. Each channel encountered
in our data was classified manually. Manual classification was done via inspection
of the most popular movies of the channel as well as the channel description. The
criteria we used for channel classification are:
Trustable. Channels identified as trustable are channels from established news
sources. Most trustable channels are run by news sources from television, or are
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credible scientific channels that provide content with externally checkable references.
Extreme. Channels that are identified as extreme are those that have content that
deny established scientific knowledge, incite hate or promote fake news.
Neutral. Neutral channels are all other channels – those that are neither trustable
neither extreme.
In Figure 5·1 we illustrate of the type of channel in each classification using various
word clouds based on channel names. Figure 5·1a shows a word cloud of trustable
channel names, displaying traditional news sources such as ABC, CBS, Fox, and
CNN. Figure 5·1b shows a word cloud of neutral channel names, and is dominated
by entertainment – music and gaming channels – such as YoungBoy Never Broke and
TmarTn2. The word cloud of extreme channel names, in Figure 5·1c, shows that
extreme video channels use attention-getting names such as “True”, “Mysteries” and
“Top”.1
5.2.3 YouTube Recommendations
During the period of our study, YouTube generated recommendations using a deep
neural network that implements a two-stage approach of candidate generation fol-
lowed by ranking (Covington et al., 2016). This approach was designed to deliver
high performance on key metrics: precision and increased watch time, while handling
the challenges of scale, freshness and noise.
YouTube has stated that is continuously working on improving its search results
and recommendations using user feedback, external evaluators trained using Google
public guidelines (that evaluate the content quality and publisher reputation) and
other signals. Relevant to our study, in January of 2019 YouTube announced on its
1To allow readers to examine our channel classifications in detail, as well as to reproduce our
results, all data and code in the form of Python notebooks will be released upon paper publication.
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Figure 5·2: Binned counts of the number of appearances of each video,
and classification of videos in each bin.
blog that it would reduce recommendation of borderline content and content that
could misinform users in harmful ways (Google, 2019b). This fell in the middle of
our study period, an event that we analyze in detail in Section 5.4.5.
5.3 Dataset
Our dataset consists of a set YouTube chains collected (as specified in Section 5.2.1)
between October 2018 and April 2019. Each experimental setting was replicated 256
times, with one chain collected each time. As a result, the dataset consists of 4
(privacy scenarios) × 2 (selection strategies) × 256 (chains) × 20 (videos per chain)
= 40,960 videos. There were 25,091 unique videos in this set. The 10 search queries
were evenly distributed across replications.
Although our experiments use a small set of search queries, the videos and channels
that are collected are broadly distributed. We show this in Figure 5·2, which bins
videos according to how many times each appeared in the dataset. Each bar shows
the distribution of classification for the videos in that group, and numbers at the tops
of bars show how many videos fall in each group.
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We note that most of the videos appear only a few times. For instance, 46.4%
of the videos were recommended just once, and only 1.8% of the videos were recom-
mended 16 or more times. The figure also shows that videos belonging to extreme
channels received relatively few recommendations overall, while videos pertaining to
trustable channels receive more recommendations – which can be observed by the
increasing proportion of this classification for higher-count bins.
5.4 Results
In this section we present the results of our analysis of the effect of YouTube recom-
mendations on the reliability of content seen by users. As described in Section 5.2,
our focus is on how reliability of information changes as users follow YouTube’s rec-
ommendations, and how those effects vary as a function of the privacy scenario.
In our results, we present reliability classification in two formats. First is the
unreliability score, computed by assigning each classification trustable, neutral or ex-
treme the number -1, 0, and 1, respectively. We then take the resulting average
over time t. The second format is the ternary plot. In the ternary plot, each side
of the triangle represents one of the three classification types and each point within
the triangle represents a particular proportion across the classifications. We denote
this proportion across the classification as the proportion mix. The axis values grow
counter-clockwise. For any point, the corresponding fraction values for each classi-
fication type can be obtained by the projection of this point into the corresponding
axis. Point projection follows a parallel line to the triangle side where this axis has
value 0 (clockwise side), for instance, the neutral projection line is parallel to the
extreme triangle side.
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5.4.1 YouTube recommendations lead away from trustable sources
Our first result shows that YouTube’s recommendations guide users toward less-
reliable sources over time. To demonstrate this, in Figure 5·3 we show the char-
acteristics of the sequence of recommended videos, aggregating all privacy scenarios
with top item video selection. In this Figure, both formats of variation in classifica-
tion – unreliability score and ternary plots – are displayed. In Figure 5·3a the x-axis
denotes the order in the video sequence – going from 1 to 20 – and the y-axis shows
the average values of the unreliability score.
The gray line in Figure 5·3a shows that the unreliability score ranges from ap-
proximately −0.58 at the beginning of the sequence to −0.23 towards the end of the
sequence. This increasing trend shows how dramatically YouTube’s recommendations
guide users away from reliable channels.
The shift away from reliable videos occurs mainly because trustable channels are
mainly replaced with content from neutral channels, along with a slight increase in
content from extreme channels. This is illustrated in Figure 5·3a, which presents
the fraction of videos belonging to each classification over the video sequence. In
Figure 5·3a the blue, green and red plots represents the fraction – marked with the
y-axis values in the right – of videos from channels classified respectively as trustable,
neutral and extreme.
The shift away from reliable videos can be seen as well in the ternary plot of
Figure 5·3b. While Figure 5·3a presents the key results in a single number, the ternary
plots provide a more nuanced picture. In fact, there is a simple relationship between
the unreliability score and the classification proportions. In this initial ternary plot,
we highlight that relation by presenting the unreliability score as a heatmap overlaid
on the plot. The figure shows that at the beginning of the sequence, 59% of videos
come from trustable channels, while at the end of the sequence, only 31% of videos
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come from trustable channels. Furthermore, the fraction of extreme videos increases
over by more than a factor of six, from 1.2% to 8%.
Examining the trajectory in Figure 5·3b shows an important observation: the
movement away from reliable videos is initially very fast, after which the change
comes more slowly. This is seen in the variation between two consecutive observations
in Figure 5·3a, but it’s even more evident by the length – longer in the intial and
shorter in the final observations – linking observations at Figure 5·3b. In the ternary
plot at Figure 5·3b, dots, and arrows indicate the sequence progression inside a video
sequence where the first and last sequence points are represented by arrows and the
middle of the sequence is represented by an open circle. In this way, the length of
the lines between points or arrows represents how much the fractions have changed
within two observations. Therefore, we can observe that most of the changes in the
proportion mix occur in the first half of the observations while changes in the second
half tend to be generally smaller. This suggests that much of the significant changes
in proportion mix occurs as a result of the initial recommendations, and implies that
trace measurements longer than 20 steps would not likely to show vastly different
results in terms of the final proportion mix.
5.4.2 Private users get less reliable recommendations
The results in the previous section are aggregated over all privacy scenarios, and
hide important differences. In fact, the tendency for YouTube recommendations to
lead away from reliable sources depends enormously on the user’s privacy settings.
We find that privacy-seeking users are much more likely to be directed away from
reliable sources and toward extreme videos. We show this effect in Figure 5·4a where
the proportions mix for each privacy scenario (logged, normal, private and tor) is
shown in the ternary plot in blue, green, orange and red, respectively. We observe
that all privacy scenarios show a decline in the fraction of trustable channels over the
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Figure 5·3: Aggregated Shifts in Characteristics of Video Recommen-
dations. Subfigures are: (a) classification proportions and unreliability






Figure 5·4: Impact of Privacy on Shift in Recommendations. Subfig-
ures are: (a) classification proportions shifts; (b) progression path of
increases in privacy (logged → normal → private → tor) for three time
samples (initial, middle and end of chain).
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recommendation sequence. However the four privacy settings have considerable and
important differences.
We note first of all that the overall effect of YouTube recommendations is much
weaker when users are logged in – the chain path for logged users is much shorter
than the others. Furthermore, logged in users are those with the largest proportion
of trustable channels initially recommended, and the smallest decline in the fraction
of trustable channels over time. For logged users, there is a difference of 13.1% in
the trustable proportion from the initial to the end observation, while for the other
privacy scenarios this difference is much larger (30.1% for tor, 37.3% for normal and,
with 39.3% for private).
Second, we see that tor, normal and private settings tend to arrive at nearby
endpoints, with relatively low fractions of trustable channels and high fractions of
extreme channels. However, the initial recommendations provided by YouTube are
quite different for tor, compared to normal and private. The privacy scenario tor
starts with a low fraction of trustable channels (50.8%) while all the other settings
have more than 59% of trustable channels in their initial recommendations. The
lack of significant difference between normal and private suggests that if a user is
not logged in, then private browsing versus normal browsing has little effect on the
YouTube recommendations. This may reflect aspects of how YouTube identifies users
during a browsing session.
It’s important to note that the phenomenon seen in the combined data, in which
the proportion mix changes fast during the first few recommendations but slower later
on, is present in each individual privacy scenario as well. Figure 5·5 measures this
effect by presenting the euclidian distance between ternary observation points. In this
plot, we can observe that the most significant differences are between the first obser-
vations – with distances approximately ten times larger than the end observations.
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This trend confirms that our conclusions regarding privacy scenarios would not likely
change by observing more extended sequences of videos.
As noted, when privacy increases, there is a decrease in recommendations from
reliable sources, and an increase the fraction of extreme channels. To measure this
effect, in Figure 5·4b we show paths that progress along increases in privacy: from
logged, to normal, to private to tor. Each path corresponds to the same time in a chain:
either the initial recommendation, or the sequence midpoint (10th recommendation),
or the sequence endpoint (20th recommendation). The initial points are filled in
points, the sequence midpoints are open circles, and the sequence final points are
black circle.
Figure 5·4b shows that early in the recommendation sequence, an increase in
privacy increases the amount of extreme channels. However, for the middle and
end values, there are similar amounts of extreme videos among the three privacy
scenarios that doesn’t disclose the user identity. Initially, the most significant in-
crease is between private browsing and tor browsing, however by the sequence mid-
points, the largest difference is between logged and normal. We also note that by
the end of the recommendation sequence, the main shift in going from logged/normal
tonormal/private is an increase in the fraction of extreme channels.
Furthermore, the difference among tor and private reveals the role played by
the IP address obfuscation. Our results show that IP address is an important factor
in the initial recommendations – marked by the long arrows – but it loses its impact
over time – marked by the short arrows in the middle and end observation. Addi-
tionally, the difference between private and normal suggests that when cookies are
disablesd, there is a slight increase in user exposure to more extreme videos. Finally,
the difference between normal and logged reveals the possible impact of knowing
the user identity on YouTube’s recommendations. In our results, the knowledge of
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Figure 5·5: Recommendation Shift per Privacy Scenario.
user identity has a notable impact on YouTube’s recommendations and significantly
minimizes the exposure of the user to more extreme content.
5.4.3 YouTube more strongly recommends less reliable sources
Although the sequence of recommended channels tends away from trusted sources and
tends toward extreme sources over time, we would like to assess how important the
particular recommendation methods used by YouTube are to this effect. For example,
it is possible that simply recommending a random set of related videos would move
the user away from trusted sources.
To gauge this effect, we look at the differences between video selection of top item
and bottom item. If the YouTube algorithm is actively favoring unreliable channels
then we will see a greater tendency away from reliable channels when following the
top item as compared to the bottom item in each recommendation list. In fact, we
show that the YouTube recommender system is influencing the video outcome, that
this influence is stronger in the inital part of the video sequence, and that indeed, the
recommender system is leading users to more extreme channel sources.
In Figure 5·6 the lines and the arrows represent the difference between the initial,
middle and end observation time among following the bottom item and the top item.
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From the observation of bottom item choice, the initial, middle and end point is
marked respectively by a full colored circle, a white circle with color border, a black
circle with color border. First, note that the fact there is a difference between following
the top or following the bottom recommendation indicates that the recommender
system is actively working and not just suggesting random videos. Second, the length
of the lines connecting sequences following the top and the bottom is decreasing over
time. For instance, the initial arrow length – computed by the Euclidean distance
between the projected points – is .049 while the end arrow length is .013. This
length reduction indicates that the impact of the recommender system is considerably
stronger in the initial recommendations.
Finally, the arrow direction from bottom recommendation to top recommendation
indicates the prioritization of the recommender system. These directions show that
the recommender system actively shifts the proportions of videos away from trustable
channels in the initial and middle observation. This shift represents a reduction
of 3.9% in the fraction of trustable channels for the initial observation, 2.4% for
the middle observation and an increase of 0.4% of extreme channels for the final
observation.
Importantly, however, this effect is not the same for all privacy settings. While
the YouTube recommender system guides privacy-seeking users towards less reliable
sources, when the user identity is revealed (logged users) the system can in fact favor
more reliable sources. This effect is shown in Figure 5·7. In that plot arrows indicate
the shift from following the bottom toward following the top recommendation; colors
show the privacy setting adopted; and the initial, the middle and the final observations
are marked as before. First, note that the initial and middle points arrows of logged
(in blue) – with respectively length of .035 and .059 – are shorter than the other





















Figure 5·6: Impact of Video Selection Strategy (bottom item → top
item) in time (initial, middle and end of chain)
recommender system has less effect on users whose identity was revealed. Second,
observe that only for this setting, logged, the system effect manifest a shift towards
more trustable and less extreme videos. For instance, in the middle observation point,
there is for logged an increase of trustable of 7.6% and a decrease of extreme of 2.7%
while the other settings for the same observation point show a a decrease of trustable
of 7.4% for normal, 7.1% for private and 2.8% for tor. Thus, we find that the YouTube
recommender system, while clearly leading privacy-seeking users away from reliable
and towards extreme videos, does not have the same effect for users whose identity is



















Figure 5·7: Impact of Video Selection Strategy (bottom item → top






















Las Vegas shooti g
North Korea
Solar Eclipse
Figure 5·8: Recommendation Shift Broken Out by Search Query.
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5.4.4 YouTube’s recommendation effect varies depending on topic
Next, we show that YouTube’s recommendation system does not affect all query topics
equally. To illustrate this phenomenon, we show in Figure 5·8 the ternary plot over
time for each query. The figure shows that the effect of YouTube recommendations
varies considerably for different topics.
First of all, for most queries, YouTube leads users away from reliable information
toward unreliable and extreme content. This is consistent with our results above.
However, for some queries (April the Giraffe and Bitcoin Price) the overall movement
is toward a mix of more reliable, but also more extreme content. Second, some queries
are very strongly affected by YouTube recommendations (Las Vegas Shooting and
North Korea) while other queries are not strongly affected (Solar Eclipse). In fact,
the path length for the former is almost 20 times longer than that of the latter.
Inspecting the word clouds for queries we can shed light on the reasons for the
differences we observe. Figure 5·9 shows the overall word clouds color coded, with
word color proportional to the classification of the channel that the word comes from.
Figure 5·9 shows why some queries are relatively unaffected by the YouTube rec-
ommendation system. The small changes for queries such as DACA or April the
Giraffe can be understood because the former is hard news and covered mostly by
traditional news channels such as CNN, ABC or Fox while the latter is soft news
covered mostly by animal-related channels (which are classified as neutral). Addi-
tionally, the small effect for the query Solar Eclipse is explained by an ambiguous
results split between hard news (news about the 2017 Solar Eclipse) and soft news
(the title of a song, “Solar Eclipse” by the popular singer “YoungBoy Never Broke
Again”).
On the other hand, some topics are much more strongly affected by the YouTube
recommendation system. To unravel the reasons for different length paths, Figure 5·10
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presents word clouds of specifics points in the sequence for some of the queries where
each word color is associated with a RGB value proportional to it classification cat-
egory fractions – red to extreme, green to neutral and blue to trustable. First, Las
Vegas Shooting is the longest path of Figure 5·8 and we can observe in the time clouds
of Figure 5·10 its initial dominance by traditional news channels that are replaced
over time with more neutral channels and conspiracy channels (here classified as ex-
treme). Comparing the paths of the queries Hurricane Irma and Hurricane Maria in
Figure 5·8, we note that the latter is much more strongly affected than the former.
Referring to Figure 5·10 , we see that Hurricane Irma recommendations are dom-
inated by entertainment channels late in its sequence, shifted by a popularity bias
caused by a hurricane video posted by popular YouTuber gamer “Tmartn2”. On the
other hand, Hurricane Maria presents a more balanced path between entertainment
and traditional news progression. Finally, as noted above, some queries (Bitcoin Price
and April the Giraffe) move toward more reliable sources. Figure 5·10 shows Bitcoin
Price initially points to several independent, popular YouTubers commenting about
cryptocurrencies, here classified mostly as neutral channels. However, over time, tra-
ditional news sources are recommended leading to an movement toward more reliable
channels in this case.
5.4.5 YouTube’s policy change did not fully remove the shift away
As we noted above, during our the data collection period YouTube implemented a
change to its recommendation policy. Our analysis shows that after that change, in
late January of 2019, YouTube was still leading users away from reliable sources over
time. However, there was a reduction in the tendency to extreme recommendations.
To illustrate that change we separate our data into two parts: data collected before
February and data collected from February onward – sampling the data for the top
item selection strategy, in a way that both portions of the dataset have the same
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number of experiments per privacy scenario and query.
Figure 5·11 plots the unreliability score for bins aggregating over 20 chains, ordered
by date. We use zero on the x axis to denote first experiment of February. In this
plot, we can observe that the unreliability scores for data collected before the policy
change show considerable variability but do not exhibit an strong trend. However,
for data collected after the policy change, there is a decreasing trend showing that
less unreliable sources are recommended overall.
The change in how YouTube leads users away from realiable sources before and
after the policy change is expressed in Figure 5·12a. Comparing trajectory paths we
can see that in both cases, users are led away from reliable sources and toward neutral
and extreme content. However, after the policy change the effect of the recommenda-
tion system is decreased overall, and fewer extreme channels are recommended. For
instance the before path has an increase of 8.5% in the fraction of extreme recom-
mendations (going from 1.2% to 9.7%) while the path after has an increase of 5.9%
(going from 0.6% to 6.5%).
Comparing the effect of the recommender system before and after the policy
change we find that for initial recommendations the effect was similar, favoring un-
trustable sources, however for later recommendations the revised recommender system
shifts toward promoting more trustable channels. We see this in Figure 5·12b, which
has an arrow connecting the values from the bottom item to the top item selection
strategy for the initial, mid-point and end-point (marked respectively with full col-
ored circle, a white circle with color border and a black circle with color border),
comparing before and after the policy change. In this figure, while all the observed
points before the change show a shift away from reliable sources, the mid and end
point after the change show a tendency toward favoring more trustable sources.
Finally, we can observe in Figure 5·13 that the overall trend regarding the tradeoff
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of privacy and extreme content exposure is likewise present both before and after the
YouTube policy change.
5.5 Summary of the chapter
In this Chapter we have presented an empirical exploration of the nature of YouTube
recommendations. We developed a data collection framework that impersonates users
watching a sequence of videos on YouTube, for different privacy scenarios and video
selection policies. We classified the pool of recommended channels and quantified
changes to nature of the recommended content over time.
Our results show that YouTube’s recommendations typically lead users away from
reliable sources over time. Importantly, we pointed out where in time this shift
happens, demonstrating how quickly users can be exposed to extreme information.
A particular focus of our study is the tension between user privacy and extreme
recommendations, and we expose the fact that privacy-seeking users are much more
likely to be led away from reliable sources and towards extreme videos. Then, we
show how YouTube’s “lead away” effect varies according to the query topic, but that
most topics we studied exhibit the effect. Finally, we find that the last changes in the
YouTube recommendation policy have reduced but not yet solved the “lead away”
effect.
Our work has a number of limitations that suggest further study. Any study of an
existing system such as YouTube is necessarily specific to the details of that system.
However, our conclusions are consistent with other studies, while also providing a
quantitative view of results that are mainly qualitative in other studies. At a more
detailed level, extending our approach to larger set of logged-in users would allow
investigation of the extent that personalization can affect the “lead away” effect.
Another desirable extension of this work would be an automatic video reliability
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classification system. This work contributes to this extent by providing a labeled
dataset with some video’s features that could be used to design and test such kind of
system.
Nonetheless, our results suggest that engagement-driven recommendations, such
as are used by YouTube, can have undesirable interaction with privacy-seeking users,
resulting in a tendency to strongly direct such users toward unreliable informa-
tion. Taken in the context of the currently-dominant business model of advertising-
supported content publication, the ongoing evaluation of these effects is important
for understanding their impact on society.
Moreover, observing our trade-off results between privacy-seeking and reliability,
a piece of actionable advice for those users seeking for privacy but also seeking for
more reliable information would be use a mock account, i.e., an account that it is not
used or associated with the real user activity (e-mail, search queries, etc.) or identity
– being merely used when this user is watching videos on YouTube.
Furthermore, eventually, if a real-time reliability classifier is implemented, a
browser plug-in could provide an alternative option to give control to users about
the displayed content. This real-time reliability classifier could be used, for instance,
to flag videos according to the classification or, in case of some user adjustment or
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Figure 5·12: Recommendation Shift Before and After YouTube Policy
Change. Subfigures are: (a) classification proportions shifts; (b) video
selection strategy difference (bottom item → top item) in time (initial,


















































Figure 5·13: Recommendation Shift Before and After YouTube Policy




Understanding how online experiences can affect users’ opinions is a multifaceted
problem involving various actors and multiple dimensions of impact. In this dis-
sertation, we contribute to the understanding of how two main drivers of impact
– crowdsourced reviews and algorithmically-chosen recommendations – affect users’
opinions with respect to reliability and polarization.
In the first part of this dissertation, Chapter 3, we address reliability on crowd-
sourced reviews by investigating how item ratings change over time and which factors
play a role in those changes. We consider multiple item types across multiple rat-
ings platforms, and use an interpretable model to break down ratings in a manner
that facilitates comprehensibility. We characterize the general behavior of rating dy-
namics, and we quantify the contribution of factors (platform characteristics, user
population, item perception, item type, and closed-loop effects) that merge to de-
scribe online rating dynamics. We show that the various kinds of dynamics observed
in online ratings are primarily understood as a product of the nature of the ratings
platform, the characteristics of the user population, known trends in ratings behavior,
and the influence of recommendation systems. Taken together, these results provide a
framework for both quantifying and interpreting the factors that drive the dynamics
of online ratings allowing a more reliable assessment of a review value in time.
Next, we examine the impact of recommender systems on regarding the polarity
of content made available to users and the content reliability.
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In Chapter 4 we investigate dynamics of polarization by studying how the dy-
namical system defined by user and recommender systems behaves, as each element
evolves in time. We define three metrics to understand the polarization effects – in-
tensity, simplification, and divergence. Furthermore, we analyze the recommendation
system impact over a wide variety of settings (user response, algorithms, and start
point) either on linked-based systems or ratings-based systems. Our results suggest
that previous studies of this problem have been too simplistic (for instance, ignoring
the sensibility of systems’ dynamics to certain assumptions) and that user opinions
can evolve in complex ways under the influence of personalized information sources.
In addition to our insights about how recommender systems can impact polariza-
tion, Chapter 4 contributes a framework – metrics and experimental setups – as a
versatile tool to quantify and compare polarization effects among recommendations
algorithms.
Next, in Chapter 5, we present an empirical exploration of the nature of YouTube
recommendations, concentrating on socially-impactful dimensions. Our results con-
firm that YouTube’s recommendations generally “lead away” from reliable informa-
tion sources, with a tendency to direct users over time toward video channels exposing
extreme and unscientific viewpoints. We show that there is a fundamental tension
between user privacy and extreme recommendations. For instance, we show that in
general, users who seek privacy by keeping personal information hidden, receive much
more extreme and unreliable recommendations from the YouTube engine. We quan-
tify this effect along various dimensions, including its dynamics in time, and show
that the tradeoff between privacy and unreliability of recommendations is generally
pervasive in the YouTube recommendation process. Further, we show that the recent
efforts by YouTube to address this extremist “Rabbit Holes” problem have reduced its
effect but not solved it. As a whole, Chapter 5 contributes not only with an extensive
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analysis of the reliability of YouTube recommendations but also with an extensible
framework to analyze shifts in content reliability in sequential recommendations.
Regarding how to analyze recommender systems, our analysis on Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5 have a distinct approach. At Chapter 4, we made a more open box ex-
ploration, i.e., we examine the recommender system knowing their recommendation
algorithm and controlling the user response. In this way, we, therefore, had a way
to investigate the system evolution in a systematic and controlled way. However, we
would like to point out that our metrics can be used independently of our closed-
loop system analysis – they could be used for instance analyzing input sequentially
a dataset with ratings with timestamps. Furthermore, our closed-loop analysis could
also be extendable into a black-box approach. In this approach, the recommender
algorithm could be unknown, and the matrix completion could be used merely to
estimate how the system perceives user opinions. At Chapter 5, our recommender
system analysis is a complete black-box. In that analysis, we control the user privacy
settings and the user watching behavior, but the process of recommendations was
unknown and part of our investigation goals. Although the black-box approach is
more generic – in the sense that no previous knowlegde of the system is required – is
a process more challange once that, for instance, the system can be changing during
the experiment collection.
Taken together, the studies presented in this dissertation shed light on important
factors that affect how user opinion is shaped by online systems.
Notwithstanding our contributions, our work has limitations in the scope of our
analyses. First, we would like to note that when analyzing crowdsourced reviews, our
tools do not consider information from descriptive text reviews. Although how to
access value and measure over time differences in text reviews add a new complexity
layer to the problem and it was not addressed in this thesis, some general features
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extractions from text reviews could add value to our framework, for instance, by
achieving a better population identification. Moreover, in reviews that support e-
commerce the identification of which part of the evaluation is related to the product
and which part is associated with the e-commerce experience (shopping and delivery
process) would help to assess the correct value to each component.
Second, when analyzing the dynamics of polarization, although we use a simulation
approach, we also encourage our metrics and tools to be used in an experimental
environment. Furthermore, by showing how sensitive previous theoretical analysis is
to certain assumptions, our work encourages other scholars to further the theoretical
analyses including sensitive parameters such as initial state, the limit of items or
avoidance of repetitive recommendations.
Finally, when studying reliability on YouTube, our analyses would be enriched by
a broad set of logged users or search queries (for example, not only those related to
news). Furthermore, the data from our experiments and labels associated with it can
be used as a start point to the development of an automatic source classification.
Table 6.1 presents a summary of how the work present in each chapter can be
extended.
The understanding of how opinion dynamics are affected is of the interest of mul-
tiple areas of studies, including social sciences. For instance, the work developed at
Chapter 3, could help market professionals working with online ratings by provid-
ing a framework to understand a more holist picture of the ratings. Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5, which explore the impact of recommender system on the opinion dynam-
ics, could be utilized by professionals and researchers of social sciences that want
to do, for instance, social impact assessment of information accessed through unre-
liable or polarized sources observing social factors such as risk assessment, cultural
impact, and economic implications. Furthermore, future collaboration with such kind
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of researchers or professionals could help the expansion of this work for more social
dimensions so far, not examed.
As a final remark, we would like to highlight that understanding how the opinion
dynamics is affected in the online experience concerns our society as a whole. This
understanding is complex in nature, thus and it would be enriched with a broader
(more drivers of impact) and deeper (more dimensions or factors affecting the impact)
exploration. Furthermore, the advent of new technologies and social demands (such as
accountability, transparency, fairness) keep this challenge ongoing and in perspective
of expansion.
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Table 6.1: Work Extensions
Chapter 3: Unraveling the Dynamics of Online Ratings
Automatic clustering and highlight of trends;
Breaking down by component with adjustment to plots to show the
offset of changes components;
Comparative function to contrast differences among dataset or clusters;
Incorporate categorical or textual features that could be used to break
down datasets into clusters;
Chapter 4: Closed-Loop Opinion Formation
The framework can extend its analyze to any recommendation
algorithm – in this context, the matrix completion could be utilized
merely to obtain the user opinion vector;
Another definition of user opinion vector could also be applied to the
metrics;
Metrics can be used for analyzing sequential inputs from a dataset with
timestamps (without the simulation);
Chapter 5 : How YouTube leads users away from reliable
information
Our software that collects information simulation users’ watching
behavior can be easily extensible to another pre-conditions or further
features collection;
Metrics and ternary analysis – with a path connecting sequential
observations – could also be applied to others sequence of
recommendation with three distinct labels;
The framework would gain power by implementing an automatic source
classification regarding its reliability;
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